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ABSTRACT
Over the past decade, the Internet has grown from a small, restricted network to a big,
global network connecting people and organizations all over the world. People are using
the Internet for on–line banking, e–commerce, and private communications. Furthermore,
large organizations are using the Internet to provide many services to its users and to
exchange sensitive data with other businesses and organizations.
With the growing amount of sensitive and valuable amount of information that is
transferred across the Internet continuously, protection from unauthorized access has be-
come a major concern. It is necessary to secure information exchanged against security
threats such as loss of privacy, loss of data integrity, or identity theft. This necessity leads
to the design of security protocols. One of the modern security protocols is the IP security
(IPsec) protocol. Actually, it is a set of protocols and standards that provides the security
services of data confidentiality, integrity, and authenticity for an Internet User.
IPsec depends on another protocol to establish shared keys before it can apply any
security service. This protocol is called the Internet Key Exchange (IKE) protocol. In
addition to generating and maintaining shared secrets, IKE is responsible for authenticat-
ing the parties that would like to use the IPsec services. One of authentication methods
is the preshared key authentication method. In this dissertation, we explain this method,
show how the keys negotiated through this method can be compromised, and propose an
improvement to make the method more secure.
xii
Chapter 1
Introduction
With its explosive growth and popularity, millions of people are using the Internet world-
wide to exchange data and to communicate with each other. This communication can be
by exchanging email messages, instant messages, sensitive data, such as bank accounts or
credit card numbers, or simply by reading data from the web. Such communications, most
of the time, are not secure. The lack of secure communication might cause a problem if
someone other than the communicating parties can gain access to the data exchange, es-
pecially sensitive data. Therefore, data exchange between communicating parties needs
to be secured in order to avoid this problem
Security is needed to provide users with assurance against several types of attacks.
One such attack is the loss of privacy, or sniffing. In this attack an eavesdropper, who is
not supposed to learn the content of any communication, is able to observe confidential
data as it traverses the Internet. Therefore, without encryption, every message sent might
be exposed to the eavesdropper. Another attack is the loss of data integrity. In this attack
the content of a message is modified by an attacker to produce an unauthorized effect.
For example, a message says ”deposit 1000 dollars in Alice’s account” could be changed
to ”deposit 1000 dollars in Bob’s account”. Consequently, it is very important when a
message is received to make sure that it has not been modified or altered in transit to
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insure proper results. One more type of attack is identity spoofing, in which one entity
impersonates or pretends to be a different entity so that it might have access to confidential
data. For this reason the receiving entity, before processing any message, must make sure
that the message is from the source that it claims to be. In another way, the receiver must
authenticate messages.
There are many other types of attacks. However, the ones mentioned above are enough
to show that there is a great risk in using the Internet without any type of protection against
the threats outlined previously. In response to these threats, the Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF) has developed the IP Security (IPsec) protocol suite. It is a set of
protocols and standards that provide the basic services of data confidentiality, integrity,
and authenticity for an Internet user.
The Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol [1] is another potential solution for
the security threats. It enables secure data transfer between two devices over a pub-
lic network. TLS protects applications running over the Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP) [2], and is mostly utilized to protect the Hyper Transfer Text Protocol (HTTP) [3]
communications. TLS provides authentication, data integrity, and confidentiality through
the use of different cryptographic algorithms. The two primary functions of the TLS pro-
tocol is to provide privacy between a client and a server and to authenticate the server
to the client. The IETF has standardized the use of TLS over HTTP. Request For Com-
ments (RFC) 2818 describes how to use TLS to secure HTTP connections [4]. However,
TLS can not protect applications that are using a transport layer other than the TCP. Un-
like TLS, IPsec supports the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) [5] and is not limited to use
TCP only. In fact, a major advantage of IPsec is that it can protect all traffic regardless
of transport protocols because it offers protection at the IP layer. Moreover, IPsec al-
lows Gateway–to–Gateway communication to protect traffic on behalf of users using the
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gateways. Therefore, IPsec provides a security solution that is not dependent on the ap-
plication or the transport layer on which it runs. Chapter 3 provides more features of the
IPsec protocol.
A secure shared key must be established and agreed upon before any security service
of IPsec can be applied. The security of these services depends on the security of the
shared key itself and the method used to establish it. As a result, it is essential that this
key be established securely. Otherwise, all messages and information protected by this
key could be compromised. This is exactly what Internet Key Exchange (IKE) [6] does:
establish a secure key for the use of IPsec services.
In addition to establishing a secret key between the communicating parties, IKE in-
corporates an authentication process to make sure parties that would like to communicate
securely are actually what they claim to be. Authentication is accomplished through ex-
changing some type of identity data during the key establishment. One method of authen-
tication is achieved using a preshared key. A preshared key is simply a string of characters
that is agreed upon ahead of time between the communicating parties.
In this dissertation, we will show that the preshared key authentication method is
insecure, and the means by which an attacker could compromise the shared key will be
outlined. Once the shared key is compromised, all messages secured by that key could be
compromised.
In the next chapter, a basic introduction to the subject of cryptography is provided.
Chapter 3 gives a brief overview of IPsec and its operation. In Chapter 4, IPsec security
protocols are explained. Establishing a shared key and the details of the IKE protocol are
presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 illustrates the weakness of the preshared key authen-
tication method and demonstrates the way through which a key could be compromised.
Modifying the IKE preshared key authentication method to overcome its weakness and to
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elevate its security level is presented in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 details the design and im-
plementation process of a replacement module for the IKE phase one communication that
implements the proposed enhancement. Finally, the results and analysis of the proposed
enhancement are provided in Chapter 9.
4
Chapter 2
Cryptography Basics
2.1 Introduction
There are many aspects to security and many applications, ranging from secure commerce
and payments to private communications and protecting passwords. One essential aspect
for secure communications is that of cryptography, the focus of this introductory chapter.
This chapter aims to provide two major goals. The first is to define some of the terms
and concepts used in cryptographic methods, which help the reader to understand the
operation of the IP Security (IPsec) protocol (see Chapter 3). The second is to introduce
the reader to some algorithms and examples in use today.
In many of the descriptions below, two communicating parties will be referred to as
Alice and Bob; this is the common nomenclature in the cryptography field and literature
to make it easier to identify the communicating parties. If there is a third or fourth party
to the communication, they will be referred to as Carol and Dave. Mallory is a malicious
party, Eve is an eavesdropper, and Trent is a trusted third party [7].
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2.2 What is Cryptography
Cryptography is the science of keeping a message confidential through the processes of
encryption and decryption. A message is simply any unaltered data, called plaintext,
which can take any form such as text, image, or video files. Encryption is the process of
taking a plaintext message M and transforming it to a ciphertext C that cannot be easily
viewed or understood by unintended parties. The main benefit of the encryption process
is that it insures confidentiality and privacy by hiding data content from anyone for whom
it is not intended, even those who have access to the encrypted data or ciphertext.
Decryption is the opposite of encryption. It is performed at the receiving end of a
communication by converting the ciphertext C back into the plaintext message M. During
the encryption and the decryption processes, two parties, the sender and the receiver,
must have some shared data in place. This data is called a key K. Keys are typically
very large numbers with particular mathematical properties so that when they are used in
the encryption process they form a ciphertext that is difficult to decrypt without knowing
these keys. Keys are independent of the plaintext and control the output of the algorithm
used. The algorithm produces a different output depending on the specific key K being
used at the time. Changing the key changes the output of the algorithm.
In addition to data confidentiality, cryptography provides three main types of services
to insure proper treatment of data that is transmitted or stored. These services are authen-
tication, data integrity, and nonrepudiation. Authentication assures the recipient that the
message received is from the source that it claims to be from. This insures that an intruder
is not able to masquerade as someone else. Data integrity verifies that the messages are
received exactly as sent, with no modification or insertion. As a result, an intruder is not
able to substitute a false message for a legitimate one. Nonrepudiation prevents an en-
tity, a sender or a receiver, from denying a transmitted message that was authenticated as
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coming from it. Therefore, when a message is sent, either entity can prove that the other
entity in fact sent the message.
2.3 Types of Cryptographic Systems
Two forms of cryptography systems are common in use: symmetric, in which the pro-
cesses of encryption and decryption are performed using the same key, and asymmetric,
in which each process is performed using different keys.
2.3.1 Symmetric Key Cryptography
Symmetric key cryptography, sometimes called conventional cryptography, uses a single
shared key for encryption and decryption. This method requires the two communicating
parties to agree on a key before they can communicate securely. This key is an essential
piece of information. It is called a shared or a secret key. To perform encryption, the en-
cryption algorithm takes as an input the plaintext message, M, along with the shared key,
K, to produce a ciphertext, C, that is sent to the other party. In order for the other party
to bring back the ciphertext C to the original plaintext message M, it uses a decryption
algorithm with the same shared key K. If the decryption algorithm uses a different key
than the one used in encryption, the message produced after decryption will not match the
original message sent. This indicates the importance of using the same shared key for the
success of the encryption and the decryption processes. Moreover, it indicates the impor-
tance of keeping that key known only to the parties involved in the secure communicating.
Otherwise, the content of any message encrypted using the shared key can be revealed to
any one who knows the key and leads to losing the privacy of the communication. As
a result, all of the security of symmetric key cryptography is based upon the key and its
remaining secret. It depends on the secrecy of the key not the secrecy of the algorithm
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used. This means that the algorithms can be published and analyzed without compro-
mising any communication that uses the algorithm so long as the key employed remains
private. Some known names of this type of cryptography is “shared key“ cryptography
sine the sender and receiver must share the same key, or ”secret key“ cryptography since
the key must be only known to the sender and receiver to maintain integrity.
2.3.1.1 Algorithms
There are many commonly used symmetric key algorithms today, most of which are based
on block ciphers. A block cipher processes the plaintext input in fixed–sized blocks and
produces a block of ciphertext of equal size for each plaintext block. Having the cipher-
text block size the same as the plaintext block size is important since there is no data
expansion with encryption. Three of the most important symmetric key block ciphers are
Data Encryption Standard (DES), Triple DES (3DES), and Advanced Encryption Stan-
dard (AES).
DES was adopted as a Federal Information Processing Standard publication (FIPS
PUB) in 1977 [8]. The official description of the standard can be found in [9]. DES
encrypts and decrypts data in 64–bit blocks using a 56–bit secret key. It takes a 64–
bit block of plaintext input and outputs a 64–bit block of ciphertext. Longer plaintext
amounts are processed in 64–bit blocks. It always operates on blocks of equal size. In
the case that the plaintext message does not align evenly on a 64–bit boundary, padding is
used. Decryption in DES is essentially the same as encryption. The ciphertext is used as
an input to the DES algorithm. It is broken into 64-bit blocks and processed with the same
key used during encryption. This is an excellent feature because it means that there is no
need to implement two different algorithms, one for encryption and one for decryption.
Security of DES can be divided into security of the algorithm itself and security
(strength) of the shared key used. Over the years, there have been numerous attempts
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to find and exploit weaknesses in the algorithm, making DES the most studied algorithm
in existence. Despite numerous attempts, no one has succeeded, so far, in discovering a
fatal weakness in the DES algorithm [8]. However, with a 56–bit key length, there are
only 256 possible keys, which is considered insecure nowadays. In 1998, the Electronic
Frontier Foundation announced that it had broken DES encryption using a special purpose
machine called “DES Cracker” [10]. This machine was able to try out all possible 256
keys in less than three days. It cost less than $250,000 and searched over 88 billion bytes
per second. As a result, and knowing that hardware prices will continue to drop as speed
increases, DES is no longer considered to be secure.
Triple DES (3DES) was developed in response to the weakness of DES. It was stan-
dardized in 1999 with the publication of FIPS 46-3 [9]. Basically, it is based on the DES
algorithm with the same 64–bit block size. However, it uses three 56–bit keys in three
rounds of the DES algorithm making its actual key length of 168 bits. In the first round of
operation, a block is encrypted with the first 56–bit key. In the second round, the result-
ing cipher block is decrypted using the second 56–bit key. This step will not produce the
original plaintext message because the key used in decryption is different from the one
used in encryption. Finally, the resulted block from the second round is encrypted using
the last 56–bit key. The decryption process is simply the corresponding reverse operation
using the appropriate keys. Thus, if B is a plaintext block, C is the corresponding cipher-
text block, E is the encryption process, D is the decryption process, K1 is the first 56–bit
key, K2 is the second 56–bit key, and K3 is the last 56–bit key, the encryption process
of 3DES can be summarized as C = EK3(DK2(EK1(B))) and the decryption process as
B = DK1(EK2(DK3(C))). In practice, a user inputs the entire 168–bit key (21 character)
rather than entering each of the three keys individually.
Because the underlying algorithm used is DES, 3DES can show the same strength
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in attacking the algorithm itself. Moreover, with a 168–bit key length, it takes much
longer time to enumerate all the 2168 possible keys, which makes it much more difficult
to apply a brute–force attack. However, because 3DES applies the DES algorithm three
times, it takes three times as long as DES to complete. Therefore, 3DES is relatively
slow. Besides that, it uses a block size of 64 bits which is undesirable for the reasons
of efficiency and security [8]. It is clear that with larger block size we will have less
number of input blocks that will take less time to process. Therefore, larger block size
makes processing the blocks more efficient. Furthermore, there is a good security related
reason for the larger block size. This comes from the fact that we encrypt much larger
pieces of data than just one block. For this, the so called modes of operation (see the next
section) are used, of which the Cipher Block Chaining mode (CBC) is the most popular.
An algorithm in CBC mode breaks the input data into input blocks of equal size. Assume
the input data is broken into N blocks. Then after encryption we have N ciphertext blocks.
These ciphertext blocks should look like random nonsense to anyone who does not know
the key.
One feature observed about CBC is that if it ever happens that two ciphertext blocks
encrypted under the same key are the same, then it is easy to compute the bit–wise XOR
of the two corresponding plaintext blocks [7]. Therefore, if this happens, information
about the plaintext leaks. This is not due to any weakness of the underlying encryption
algorithm; it is simply a consequence of the way CBC is constructed. If only a small
number of blocks is encrypted, the chance of two of the ciphertext blocks being equal
is negligible. However, if the number of input blocks is very large, the chance of two
equal blocks increases. Thus, larger block size reduces the number of input blocks which,
in turn, decreases the chance that two ciphertext blocks are the same. As a result, it is
desirable for better security to have larger block size.
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To overcome the drawbacks of 3DES, a new algorithm, Advanced Encryption Stan-
dard (AES), was standardized and published in 2001 as FIPS PUB 197 [11]. Unlike
DES, which was designed specifically for hardware implementations; one of the design
criteria for the AES algorithm is that it can be efficiently implemented in both hardware
and software. AES uses a block size of 128 bits and supports a variable key length, in
contrast to the fixed key lengths of DES and 3DES. A key can be 128 bits, 192 bits, or
256 bits. Assuming that one could build a machine that could recover a DES key in a
second (i.e. try 256 keys per second), it would then take that machine approximately 149
thousand billion (149 trillion) years to crack a 128-bit AES key. In addition to increased
security that comes with larger key lengths, AES can encrypt data faster than 3DES [12],
which makes it more suitable for future applications in terms of security and performance.
More about AES can be found in [8, 11, 13].
2.3.1.2 Modes of Operation
Cryptography algorithms usually operate on blocks of fixed length. In the case of the DES
and the 3DES algorithms, the block length is 64 bits. It is 128 bits for the AES algorithm.
To process longer messages, several modes of operations may be used [14,15]. Electronic
Codebook (ECB) is the simplest of the modes. In this mode the messages are split into
blocks and each is processed separately. See Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 for illustration
of the encryption and decryption processes, respectively. The drawback of this mode
is that if the same block appears more than one time in the input, it always produces
the same ciphertext block. Therefore, for lengthy messages, the ECB mode may not be
secure because it does not hide data patterns or repetitions. To overcome this limitation,
cipher–block chaining (CBC) mode is introduced. In CBC mode, each block of plaintext
is XORed with the preceding block ciphertext. XOR is the function known as “exclusive–
or.” It is a logical operator that results in true if one of its two operands, but not both of
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Figure 2.1: Electronic Codebook (ECB) Encryption Process
Figure 2.2: Electronic Codebook (ECB) Decryption Process
them, is true. In CBC mode, if some plaintext blocks are repeated, it produces a different
ciphertext block for each of them. In other words, each ciphertext block is dependent on
all plaintext up to this point. For the first ciphertext block, an initialization vector (IV) of
the same block size is XORed with the first block of plaintext. On decryption, that same
IV is used to recover the first plaintext block. An example showing the operation of CBC
mode is shown in Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4. CBC is the most commonly used mode of
operation in security applications. For other cipher modes of operations see [7,8,14,15].
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Figure 2.3: Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) Encryption Process
Figure 2.4: Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) Decryption Process
2.3.1.3 Authentication and Integrity
A tag, known as Message Authentication Code (MAC), is generated and appended to
each message to provide authentication and integrity services. To generate this tag, it
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is assumed that the two communicating parties share a common secret key. The tag is
calculated as a function of the message and the shared key. Encryption algorithms, such
as DES, could be used to generate this tag. The message is encrypted using an encryption
algorithm together with the shared key, and the last number of bits of the ciphertext are
used as the tag. Typically, a tag length is 16 or 32 bits. This approach, however, is not
commonly used because it is inefficient. Each message needs to be encrypted just to
produce the authentication code. An alternative to this approach is the use of one way
hash functions. A hash function takes a large, variable length message M as input and
produces a small, fixed length value called a hash value or a digest H(M). The one way
property means that starting with a hash output value, it is difficult to create a different
input value that would generate the same output value. That is, it is computationally
infeasible to find two messages M and M ′ such that H(M) = H(M ′). Some popular
hash functions are the US Secure Hash Algorithm 1 (SHA-1) [16] and the Message Digest
Algorithm (MD5) [17].
To generate an authentication value of a message, a hash value is calculated over the
concatenation of the message and a shared key. This method is called Hashed Message
Authentication Code (HMAC) [18]. One main feature of this method is that it does not
involve encryption. Therefore, it is more efficient since it requires less computation. Since
the message together with the shared key is used as input to a hash function, this method
would generate an HMAC authentication value that is not only dependent on the message,
but also on the shared secret key. This insures that only a holder of the shared key could
generate that authentication value. In addition to authentication, an HMAC authentication
value also provides data integrity. If the message is altered during transmission in any
way, the receiver will not be able to verify the received message and will discard it.
To illustrate the process of authenticating and verifying a message, see the example
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in Figure 2.5. In this example, Alice uses the plaintext message M with the shared key
K to calculate an HMAC authentication value and sends it together with the message M
to Bob. Bob computes its own authentication value using the same shared key K and
the received message. He then compares the computed value with the received authen-
tication value. If it matches, Bob is assured that Alice knows the same shared key K,
confirming the her identity. That is, Alice is authenticated. Moreover, Bob is assured that
the message was not modified or altered during transmission. Otherwise, the computed
authentication value would not match the received one because of the one way property
of hash functions. Therefore, data integrity is satisfied.
Figure 2.5: Symmetric Key Authentication and Integrity
2.3.2 Asymmetric Key Cryptography
In symmetric key algorithms, a shared key must be agreed upon in advance for a sender
and a receiver to communicate securely. If they are in different physical locations, they
must trust a courier or other secure communication medium to prevent the disclosure of
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the secret key during the key’s transmission. This indicates that key distribution is the
main problem in symmetric key algorithms.
Asymmetric key cryptography, also known as public key cryptography, solves the
problem of key distribution. It uses two related but different keys. One key is the private
key, which is kept secret. The other key is the public key, which is published publicly
and known to the outside world. The public and private keys are mathematically related.
However, it is very difficult, in a reasonable amount of time, to compute one key knowing
the other. Encryption is done using the public key. Therefore, any one knowing the public
key, and virtually everyone can since the key is publicly available, could use it to decrypt
a message and send it to the owner of the public key. On the other hand, only the one who
knows the corresponding private key can decrypt and read that message. This guarantees
message confidentiality during transit. The primary benefit of public key cryptography is
that it eliminates the need to share a secret key in advance, and allows people who have
no preexisting arrangement to exchange messages securely. Contrary to symmetric key
algorithms, keys of public key algorithms are very large. A shared key is typically 128
bits, while a private (or public) key is typically 1024 bits. Despite that, both types provide
comparable levels of security [8].
2.3.2.1 Algorithms
Two popular examples of public key cryptography are the RSA [8, 19] and the Diffie–
Hellman [7, 20, 21] algorithms.
RSA is the best–known public key algorithm. It is named after its inventors, Rivest,
Shamir, and Adleman. It offers both encryption and authentication (known as a digital
signature, see section 2.3.2.2). Basically, the RSA algorithm is a block cipher in which
the plaintext and ciphertext are treated as integers between 0 and n−1 for some integer n.
The value of n depends primarily on a product of two very large primes numbers, p and q,
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and it is used as a module in modulus arithmetic. Simply, a modulus n arithmetic means
that integers are normally used with ordinary mathematical operations, such as addition,
multiplication, and exponentiation, except that after each operation the result keeps only
the remainder after dividing by n. In other words, to calculate X modulo Y (usually
written XmodY ), one determines the remainder after removing all multiples of Y from
X . Clearly, the value XmodY will be in the range from 0 to Y − 1.
The algorithm begins by selecting the values of p and q and computing their product
n. Next the value φ(n) = (p− 1)(q − 1) is computed. This value represents the number
of positive integers less than n and relatively prime to n [22]. A relatively prime number
to n is a number that has no common divisor with n except 1. The algorithm continues
by selecting an integer e that is relatively prime to φ(n) and less than n. Finally, another
integer, d, is calculated such that (de− 1) is divisible by φ(n). The public key is the pair
(n, e), and the private key is (n, d).
To exchange secure messages using the RSA algorithm, both a sender and a receiver
generate their private and public keys as described above. Then, each publishes its public
key to the other so they can be used in encrypting messages exchanged. For example
(see Figure 2.6), to encrypt a message M , Alice computes the ciphertext value C =
M emodn, where e and n are Bob’s public value. To decrypt the message, Bob computes
M = Cdmodn where d and n are Bob’s private value.
Diffie–Hellman is an algorithm to enable two users (or more) to establish a shared key
securely without any prior shared information. It was developed in 1976 by Diffie and
Hellman [20]. The algorithm is similar to asymmetric key algorithms in that the concept
of public and private keys is used. However, it is not typically used in encrypting or
decrypting messages as we normally might think. Instead, it is used to securely exchange
and agree on a secret key to be used in symmetric algorithms. The concept of a primitive
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Figure 2.6: Asymmetric Key Encryption
root (also known as generator g) is used in describing the operation of the algorithm. A
primitive root [8, 22] of a prime number p is one whose powers generate all the integers
from 1 to p. That is, if g is a primitive root of a prime number p, then the numbers
gmodp, g2modp, · · · , gp−1modp are all distinct and consist of the integers from 1 to p−1
in some permutation. To illustrate the algorithm, assume Alice and Bob want to establish
a shared key. First they agree on two public parameters: a large number p and an integer
g that is a primitive root of p. These two parameters do not need to be secret, they can be
agreed upon over some insecure communication path. Next, Alice chooses a large random
integer x such that 1 < x < p−1 , and Bob chooses independently a large random integer
y such that 1 < y < p−1 . Then, the corresponding public values of these random integers
are derived. Alice computes its public value X = gxmodp . Similarly, Bob computes its
own public value Y = gymodp . After that, both users exchange their public values while
keeping the random numbers chosen previously secret or private. Finally, Alice uses her
private value, x, and Bob’s public value, Y , to compute the secret key . Similarly, Bob
computes the secret key using his secret value, y, and Alice’s public value, X . These
computations produce identical keys. As a result, each side shares the same secret key
with the other side after the algorithm finishes.
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2.3.2.2 Authentication and Integrity
Public key encryption can be used to provide authentication and integrity of data. Instead
of encrypting data using a public key, a private key is used. Data encrypted with a private
key can be only decrypted with the associated public key. Therefore, providing authen-
tication and data integrity can be accomplished by hashing data and encrypting the hash
value using a private key to form what is called a digital signature.
To give an example, suppose that Alice wants to send a message to Bob provided that
Bob is assured the message is indeed from Alice. In this case Alice uses her own private
key to produce a digital signature. Alice sends the message and the associated digital
signature value to Bob. At the receiving end, Bob uses Alice’s public value to decrypt
the message. This proves that the message was indeed encrypted with Alice’s private
value, and since only Alice owns the private value this insures the authenticity of the
message. In addition, it is difficult to alter the message without knowing Alice’s private
value because this value is needed to encrypt the hash value of the modified message to
make it a legitimate one. Therefore, Bob is assured that the message was not modified in
transit. This insures that the data integrity is satisfied. Figure 2.7 explains the asymmetric
key authentication and data integrity process.
Figure 2.7: Asymmetric Key Authentication and Integrity
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A well–known algorithm that provides authentication and data integrity based on
asymmetric key cryptography is the Digital Signature Standard (DSS) algorithm. More
information about this algorithm can be found in [23].
Due to its mathematical properties and shorter key length, symmetric key algorithms
are computationally much faster than public key algorithms [22,24]. Therefore, symmet-
ric key algorithms are used to provide data confidentiality, while public key algorithms are
mainly used for key establishment and distribution, authentication , and data integrity.
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Chapter 3
IP Security
3.1 Introduction
The IP Security (IPsec) protocol suite is defined by the Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) to provide security services for traffic at the IP layer. In general, IP packets have
no inherent security, without which the packets are susceptible to unauthorized moni-
toring and access. For example, it is relatively easy for an eavesdropper to inspect the
content of IP packets in transit, forge their address, and modify their content. As a result,
IPsec was standardized as a method of protecting IP packets and ensuring secure private
communication over IP networks. It provides the basic services of confidentiality, origin
authentication, and data integrity.
3.2 IPsec Features
The fundamental strength of IPsec is that it works at the network layer level below the
application layer. Therefore, just as the Internet Protocol (IP) is transparent to a user, so
are the IPsec security services. This means that all the applications that use IP as the
network layer protocol for transferring data can also use the security services of IPsec
without any modification to these applications. For example, applications such as remote
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login, email, file transfer, web access, and many others can be secured easily using IPsec.
Another feature of IPsec is that there is no need to train users for the processes of
setting up the security mechanism, key creation, or key revoking since these operations
are done by system administrators transparently to end users. Furthermore, IPsec is de-
signed to provide security services for both the IPv4 [25] and the IPv6 [26] protocols. Its
implementation is mandatory in IPv6 and optional in IPv4.
IPsec can provide prevention methods for different types of attacks. For instance, to
protect against eavesdropping (or sniffing), IPsec encrypts data before transmission so
that the data is viewable only by the peer who is able to decrypt it. In addition, prevention
against data modification is achieved by attaching an HMAC or a digital signature code
(see Chapter 1) to each output message, which is verified by the receiving end to detect
any change that might have been made during transmission of the message. Furthermore,
IPsec authenticates communicating peers before starting a secure communication to pro-
tect against identity spoofing and Man in The Middle Attacks (MITM) [7, 27, 28].
IPsec operates in end hosts or secure gateways. It provides security services to protect
packets transmitted between a pair of hosts, between a pair of security gateways (routers
or firewalls), or between a host and a security gateway. Most of the security services are
provided through the use of two security protocols: the Authentication Header (AH) and
the Encapsulated Security Payload (ESP) [see Chapter 4]. These protocols are designed
to be independent of specific cryptographic algorithms to permit the selection of different
algorithms as appropriate for the user’s need, without redesigning or reimplementing the
protocols. However, there are a set of default algorithms defined in RFC 4305 [29] for use
with AH and ESP. Besides AH and ESP, IPsec uses a key exchange protocol to establish
shared keys. IPsec–enabled devices must establish a shared key before applying any
security services. A manual mechanism to setup and add keys is mandatory to implement.
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However, a manual mechanism is not scalable and difficult to maintain. Therefore, a
protocol for negotiating security services, authenticating peers, and generating a shared
key dynamically is defined. This protocol is called the Internet Key Exchange (IKE)
protocol (see Chapter 5).
3.3 Security Policy Database
The protection offered by IPsec is based on security requirements defined in a Security
Policy Database (SPD) [30]. This database is established and maintained by a system
administrator according to the security needs.
Each entry in the SPD defines the traffic to be protected, how to protect it, and with
whom the protection is shared. For each packet entering or leaving an IPsec–enabled
system, the SPD is checked to choose the proper action to apply to this packet. One of
three possible actions might be taken: apply, bypass, or discard. The first option means to
apply security services to outbound packets and expect inbound packets to have security
services applied. For such action, the SPD entry contains the security services to apply,
protocols to employ, and algorithms to use. Bypass means that the communication is
insecure and needs no protection. Thus, security services are not applied to outbound
packets, and inbound packets are expected not to have any security service applied. The
discard action means the packet is not let in or out because it does not match any specific
rule in the SPD.
In general, selecting the appropriate action to perform against IP packets is determined
by matching information from the IP and transport layer headers of the packet against
entries (polices) in the SPD. The pieces of information used to select the action are called
selectors. Some of the selectors supported in IPsec are [30]: source and destination IP
addresses, upper layer source and destination ports, and upper layer protocols. Using
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these selectors, one can protect, for example, all traffic between two hosts or transport
layer traffic (TCP or UDP). If more control is required, only certain types of traffic could
be protected such as FTP or HTTP.
3.4 IPsec Modes of Operation
IPsec provides two modes of operation to exchange data across the Internet: transport
mode and tunnel mode [24]. In transport mode, IPsec protects upper layer protocols. That
is, the protection is applied to the payload of the IP packet, and the IP header is left intact.
Typically this mode is used when end to end security is desired. It has the advantage of
adding only a few bytes, the IPsec header, to each packet. However, since the IP header is
sent in the clear, it also allows devices on the public network to see the ultimate source and
destination of the packet. Unfortunately, by doing so, transport mode allows an attacker
to perform some traffic analysis by knowing the source and final destination addresses of
the packet.
The other mode of operation, tunnel mode, is used to provide data security between
two networks (tunnel points). It provides protection for the entire IP packet, which be-
comes the payload in a new IP packet. The source and destination addresses of this new
packet correspond to the two tunnel end points. This mode allows a network device, such
as a router, to act as an IPsec proxy. That is, the router performs encryption on behalf of
the hosts. The source router encrypts packets and adds a new IP header to each one. The
source address in the new IP Header is the router’s IP address. After that, the router for-
wards the packets along the IPsec tunnel. After receiving packets, the destination router
decrypts the original IP packets and forwards them to the ultimate destination. The major
advantage of the tunnel mode is that the end systems do not need to be modified to utilize
the benefits of IPsec. Tunnel mode also protects against traffic analysis since the ultimate
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source and destination in the original IP packet are encrypted. As a result, an attacker can
determine only the tunnel end points.
3.5 Security Associates
Before IPsec can use the security services of ESP and/or AH protocols, such as confiden-
tiality, authentication, and integrity, the communicating parties must determine exactly
how they are going to use and apply these services. That is, the two parties must agree
on which algorithm to use for encryption (for example DES or 3DES) and which to use
for authentication (for example MD5 or SHA1). After deciding on the algorithms, the
two parties must specify which mode of operation is to be used: transport mode or tunnel
mode. Furthermore, the two parties must agree on session keys and their lifetimes. There-
fore, there is a lot of information each party must keep track of and manage. To make
such management easy, IPsec uses the concept of a Security Association (SA) [24,30,31]
to manage all attributes of a secure communication channel. The SA attributes required
and recommended for the use of IPsec protocols (AH, ESP) are defines in [30].
A SA is a relationship between two entities that describes how the entities will use
security services to communicate securely. Basically, an SA groups together all the in-
formation needed in order to communicate securely with someone else. This includes
information such as encryption algorithm, authentication algorithm and mechanism, and
key information to name a few. In addition, an SA specifies the lifetime associated with
it. At the end of that time, the SA expires and can no longer be used to protect IP traffic.
As a result, a new SA for the same connection has to be created. All the active SAs are
maintained in a database called the Security Associate Database (SADB) [24, 30].
The IPsec SA is unidirectional, meaning that it is a one–way relation between the
sender and the receiver. Consequently, if two hosts, A and B, are communicating securely
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using ESP, then the host A will have an SA, SAout, for processing outbound packets and
will have a different SA, SAin, for processing inbound packets. The host B will also create
two SAs for processing its packets. The SAout of the host A and the SAin of the host B
will share the same cryptographic algorithms and keys. Similarly, SAin of the host A and
SAout of the host B will share the same set of cryptographic parameters. Figure 3.1 below
shows the relation among different SAs. Since the SAs are unidirectional, a separate table
(or database) is maintained for SAs used for outbound and inbound processing. The SAs
are also protocol specific. That is, there is an SA for each IPsec protocol (ESP or AH). If
two hosts, A and B, are communicating securely using both AH and ESP, then each host
builds a different SA table for each protocol.
Figure 3.1: Security Association (SA) Establishment
Each SA is uniquely identified by the destination IP address of the received packet,
the IPsec protocol, and the Security Parameter Index (SPI) [24,30,31]. An SPI is a 32-bit
random number selected by the receiving end of the communication. It is sent in the IPsec
header of each packet transmitted.
3.6 IPsec Processing
This section gives a brief overview of IPsec processing. The goal is to give the reader a
general sense of the steps taken before a packet can be protected. Additional details and
information can be found in the paper by Kent and Atkinson [30].
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3.6.1 Outbound Processing
The outbound processing starts after receiving a packet from the transport layer. Next,
the IPsec implementation accesses the SPD using selectors from the IP and transport
layer headers to determine the appropriate action to apply to the outgoing packet. One of
three possible actions might be taken:
• Drop the packets, in which case no more processing is needed.
• Bypass security, in which case normal processing of an IP packet is initiated.
• Apply security, in which case some security services need to be applied as indicated
by the SPD entry.
A pointer to a SA(s) that represents the security services to apply is returned, if it
is already established, when the SPD is accessed. If no SA is established yet, one is
established and added to the SPD entry before any packet can be sent. After the SA(s) are
established and the security services are determined, the IPsec implementation applies the
required IPsec processing and adds the necessary IPsec headers (ESP and/or AH) to the
outgoing packet. In addition, it adds the SPI value in these headers so that the receiver
can determine the right SA(s) to process this packet.
3.6.2 Inbound Processing
The receiving end accesses its SPD to determine the appropriate policy to apply on the
incoming packet. If the packets does not contain any IPsec headers, and the result of the
SPD lookup is discard or apply but there is no established SA, the packet is dropped.
Otherwise the packet is passed for normal IP processing.
If the packet contains an IPsec header, the IPsec implementation extracts the SPI,
destination address, and IPsec protocol value from the received packet. It uses this infor-
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mation to access its SADB to select the right SA to process the received packet. The IPsec
protocol value is either ESP or AH. Based on this value, further processing is applied by
handing the packet to the ESP or AH layer. Once the processing is done without any error,
the IPsec header is stripped off, and the packet is forwarded to the IP layer for normal IP
processing.
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Chapter 4
IPsec Protocols
4.1 Introduction
IPsec uses two protocols to protect traffic at the IP layer: Encapsulating Security Pay-
load (ESP), which provides encryption and/or authentication services; and Authentica-
tion Header, which provides a packet authentication service. These two protocols are the
core of IPsec functionality, and each is described next. In addition to ESP and AH, IPsec
uses a key management protocol to establish shared keys that are used in performing au-
thentication and confidentiality. This protocol is called the Internet Key Exchange (IKE)
Protocol. The IKE protocol is explained in Chapter 5.
4.2 Encapsulating Security Payload
Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) [32] is the IPsec protocol that is responsible for
providing confidentiality. In addition, it can provide data integrity and authentication ser-
vices for IP packets. The ESP protocol inserts an ESP header and trailer into IP packets.
It inserts the ESP header after the IP header and before the data to be protected. The ESP
trailer is appended to the end of the protected packet. For example, to provide confiden-
tiality for an IP payload, ESP takes the IP payload, such as a TCP segment, encrypts it
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using a symmetric key algorithm, and encapsulates it within an ESP header and trailer.
ESP supports both confidentiality and authentication services. However, it is not nec-
essary to use both services at the same time. According to the policy set by a system
administrator, confidentiality, authentication, or both can be used. Therefore, it is possi-
ble to do ESP without encryption or ESP without authentication. However, it is illegal to
have ESP without both encryption and authentication. At least one service must be used.
ESP is designed for use with symmetric encryption algorithms. All algorithms used
must operate in CBC mode (see Section 2.3.1.2). CBC mode requires the data to be
divided into blocks of equal size to process it. As a result, padding is added to the end
of an IP packet to make it a multiple of the required block size, if necessary. Padding
becomes part of the ciphertext and is stripped off by the recipient after being processed.
Furthermore, CBC mode requires the use of an Initialization Vector (IV). The receiving
end requires this IV to process the packet correctly. Thus, the IV is contained in the first
bytes of the transmitted messages, depending on the algorithm requirements.
For an ESP implementation to be compatible with IETF specifications, DES in CBC
mode [29, 33, 34] is mandatory–to–implement across all implementations of ESP for the
confidentiality service. For Authentication, an Integrity Check Value (ICV) is computed
after the encryption of the IP payload and is appended to the end of the packet. The com-
putation of this value is based on one way hash functions. Compliant implementations of
ESP are requires to support both HMAC–MD5 [35] and HMAC–SHA1 [36].
4.2.1 ESP Header
The ESP header [32] usually follows the IP header. In the case of IPv4, it immediately
follows the IP header. In the case of IPv6, it immediately follows the IP header if no
extension headers are used.
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ESP protocol is assigned the number 50 to identify its existence. Therefore, the header
immediately preceding the ESP header will contain the value 50 in its Next Header (IPV6)
or Protocol (IPv4) fields to indicate that the following protocol is ESP. Figure 4.1 shows
the ESP header format. It contains the following fields:
Figure 4.1: ESP Header Format
• Security Parameter Index (SPI): the SPI field is a 32–bit value that is set by the
destination at the time of ESP Security Associate (SA) establishment. This value,
together with the destination address and the protocol value (50 for ESP), identifies
the proper SA to use in processing the packet at the destination. The SPI value is
sent in the clear (not encrypted) because it is used to identify the algorithm and the
key that will be used to decrypt the packet.
• Sequence Number: the sequence number field is a 32–bit monotonically increasing
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number that provides anti–reply service to ESP. The sender must always set and
transmit this field, but the receiver need not act upon it. The value of this field is
set to zero when the sender and receiver establish the ESP SA. This value is incre-
mented by one for each transmission of a packet. If this field reaches its maximum
value (232), it is nor allowed to recycle. Instead, the sender and the receiver must
establish a new SA for the connection.
• Payload Data: the actual data being protected by ESP is contained in the payload
Data field. The length of this field depends on the length of the data contained
in the field. This field is also used to contain the Initialization Vector (IV) that
an encryption algorithm may require. For the mandatory–to–implement algorithm
(DES in CBC mode), the IV is in the first eight bytes of this field. Note that the IV
is not encrypted despite being part of the protected data.
• Padding: the padding field is used in two cases. The first case occurs when the
encryption algorithm employed requires input to be a multiple of a certain block
size. In this case the padding field is used to fill the input to the size required by the
algorithm. In the second case, padding is used to right justify the Pad Length and
Next Header fields when confidentiality service is not used. These two fields must
terminate on a 4–byte boundary.
• Pad Length: this field is used to indicate how much pad has been added to the packet
so that the recipient can determine the actual length of the payload data. The range
of possible values of pad is between 0 and 255 bytes. If no pad is added, the sender
still needs to include this field with a value of zero.
• Next Header: this 8–bit field identifies the type of data contained in the payload
field. It could be an upper layer protocol data or an entire IP packet.
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• Authentication Data: the authentication data field contains an Integrity Check Value
(ICV) computed over the ESP packet minus the authentication data field. The
length of this field depends on the output of the authentication algorithm employed.
For the mandatory–to–implement algorithms, this field is 96 bits. If ESP is applied
without the authentication service, this field is not used and will not exist in the ESP
header.
4.2.2 ESP Modes
ESP protection is applied to an IP packet in one of two modes: the Transport Mode or
the Tunnel Mode. The protection range applied to an IP packet differs according to the
mode used. In transport mode, the ESP header is inserted between the original IP header
and the upper layer protocol header. In addition, only the upper layer protocol data such
as TCP or UDP is protected. That is, the IP header is not encrypted. In tunnel mode, the
original IP packet is enclosed, or encapsulated, within an ESP header and trailer, and a
new IP header is added to that. As a result, the original IP packet, including the original
IP header, is encrypted because it becomes part of the payload of the new IP packet. The
outer, unencrypted IP header contains the IP addresses of the tunnel end points, while the
inner, encrypted IP header contains the ultimate source and destination addresses of the
packet. This prevents an attacker from analyzing the network traffic between the ultimate
source and destination addresses. Figure 4.2 shows an IP packet before and after applying
ESP confidentiality service in transport and tunnel modes.
If authentication is used, an ICV is computed over the IP packet including the ESP
header and trailer after the encryption and appended to the packet. The receiver uses this
value to verify the integrity and authenticity of the packet. Figure 4.3 shows an IP packet
before and after applying the ESP confidentiality and authentication services.
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Figure 4.2: Applying ESP Confidentiality Service in Transport and Tunnel Modes
4.3 Authentication Header
The Authentication Header (AH) protocol is used to provide authentication, data integrity,
and anti–reply services to IP traffic. It does not provide confidentiality. Therefore, it
does not negotiate an encryption algorithm in its SA. AH defines two mandatory–to–
implement authentication methods: HMAC–SHA1 [36] and HMAC-MD5 [35]. Like
ESP, the output of these algorithms is truncated to 96 bits before inserted into the AH
header. The authentication service provided by AH differs from that provided by ESP
in the range of input it covers. While ESP does not authenticate any field in the outer
IP header, AH does authenticate some fields. However, AH does not authenticate all
fields of the outer IP header because some fields do not have constant values and change
in transit such as hop limit, time to live, and header checksum. These fields are called
mutable fields. AH calculates its authentication value over the immutable fields of the IP
header as well as the IP payload. Mutable fields are set to zero for the calculation of the
authentication value.
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Figure 4.3: Applying ESP Confidentiality and Authentication Services in Transport and
Tunnel Modes
4.3.1 AH Header
The AH protocol is assigned the number 51 to identify its existence. Therefore, the proto-
col header immediately preceding the AH header will contain the value 51 in its protocol
(IPv4) or Next Header (IPv6) fields. The rules for inserting the AH header are similar to
that of ESP. However, when ESP and AH are both protecting the same data (used at the
same time), the AH is always inserted after the ESP header [24]. The AH header is sim-
pler than the ESP header because it does not provide confidentiality. There is no trailer
since there is no need for padding. In addition, there is no need for an IV. The AH header
is shown in Figure 4.4. It contains the following fields:
• Next Header: this 8–bit field indicates what follows the AH header. It could be an
upper layer protocol in transport mode or another IP packet in tunnel mode.
• Payload Length: is an 8–bit field that specifies the length of AH header in 32–bit
words minus two. For example, when the standard authentication method of 96–bit
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Figure 4.4: AH Header Format
length is used, this field’s value will be 6−2 = 4 since the header contains 3 32–bit
fixed length fields plus 3 32–bit authentication value fields.
• Reserved: the 16–bit reserved field is not used and must be set to zero.
• Security Parameter Index (SPI): similar to ESP, this field is a 32–bit value that
is used along with the destination address and the protocol value (51 for AH) to
identify the SA used to authenticate this packet and the SA that will be used at the
destination to process this packet.
• Sequence Number: is a 32–bit field containing a monotonically increasing number
that is similar to the one used in ESP. Its main function is to provide the anti–reply
service.
• Authentication Value: is a variable–length field that contains the Integrity Check
value (ICV) resulting from applying an authentication algorithm over the IP packet,
including the immutable fields of the IP header. For the mandatory–to–implement
algorithms, 96 bits are inserted in this field.
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4.3.2 AH Modes
The AH can be used in transport or tunnel modes. If AH is used in transport mode, the
entire original IP packet (except for mutable fields) is authenticated. If used in tunnel
mode, the entire new IP packet, including the original IP packet, is authenticated except
for mutable fields in the new IP header. Figure 4.5 shows the IP packet before and after
applying the AH in tunnel and transport modes.
Figure 4.5: Authentication Service of AH Protocol in Transport and Tunnel Modes
4.4 Processing an IPsec Packet
When an IPsec packet matches an entry in the SPD denoting protection with ESP, AH,
or both protocols, the SADB is required to see whether an SA exists. If not, one must
be created. If there is an SA, the required security services are applied to the packet.
These services might be satisfied using ESP or AH protocols. If both protocols are used,
the authentication value must not be encrypted. This dictates that for outbound packets
the ESP protocol is applied first to produce an ESP packet that is authenticated using
the AH protocol. For inbound packets, the AH is applied first to verify the integrity and
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authenticity of the packet. If it fails the authentication, the packet is discarded without
decrypting it saving an unnecessary decryption operation. In summary, the AH protocol
always protects ESP packets, not the other way around. Refer for Section 3.6 for general
description of outbound and inbound processing of an IPsec packet.
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Chapter 5
Internet Key Exchange Protocol
5.1 Introduction
Prior to an IP Packet being secured and protected by IPsec protocols, a security associa-
tion (SA) must exist. If there is no SA currently active between the two peers wishing to
communicate securely, one must be created. SAs may be created manually or automati-
cally. In manual creation, a system administrator configures each system with the required
keys, algorithms, and other required parameters. Even though this method is practical for
a small, static environment, it is not well suited for large environments because it is not
scalable. In addition, it takes much effort to reconfigure each system in case keys need to
be renewed periodically to insure a higher level of security. Therefore, automatic creation
of SAs is more favorable because it is more scalable and efficient. Furthermore, manual
configuration reserves the resources required by SAs all the time regardless whether these
SAs are frequently used or not, as opposed to on-demand creation of SAs. This is where
the Internet Key Exchange (IKE) protocol comes into play. It establishes shared security
parameters and authenticated keys dynamically as they are needed. In other words, IKE
establishes SAs between IPsec peers.
IKE was standardized by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) as the official
protocol for establishing and configuring SAs for IPsec [6, 24]. It uses UDP port 500 or
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TCP port 500 to exchange IKE messages between the two peers. Therefore, these ports
must be permitted on any IP interface involved in exchanging IKE packets.
The IKE protocol is a combination of the Oakley [37] and SKEME [38] protocols,
and operates inside a framework defined by Internet Security Association and Key Man-
agement Protocol (ISAKMP) [31]. Oakley is a key exchange protocol that introduced the
concept of modes. The modes are different key exchanges. Each produces the same re-
sult of establishing a shared, authenticated key. IKE borrowed the idea of different modes,
described in Section 5.3, and incorporates it in the protocol operations. SKEME is an-
other key exchange protocol, which defines a type of authenticated key exchange where
the parties use public key cryptography to authenticate each other. IKE borrowed this
technique exactly from SKEME for one of its authentication methods that is described
in Section 5.4. IKE depends heavily on ISAKMP. It uses the payloads, messages, ex-
changes, and phases of ISAKMP to establish the required security parameters and keys.
ISAKMP is described in the next section.
5.2 Internet Security Association and Key Management
Protocol
ISAKMP defines producers and packet formats to authenticate a peer, to exchange data
for secret keys generation, and to negotiate security services and attributes that involve
the creation and management of SAs. It provides a consistent framework for transfer-
ring data and constructing messages. However, it does not define the content of these
messages since it is not bound to any specific cryptographic algorithm, key generation
method, or authentication mechanism. This independence provides better support to ac-
commodate new improvements and algorithms. For example, if improved cryptographic
or authentication algorithms are developed or if new attacks against current algorithms
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or key exchange methods are discovered, ISAKMP can update the current algorithms
without having to develop a new protocol or redesign the current one.
5.2.1 ISAKMP Messages and Payloads
ISAKMP is responsible for the creation and management of SAs. Recall that a SA con-
tains all the information (SA attributes) necessary to execute security services such as
encryption algorithms, authentication mechanism, key lengths and lifetimes, and modes
of operation.
ISAKMP SAs are established and created through the exchange of some ISAKMP
messages between the peers. Each message is composed of an ISAKMP Header followed
by a variable number of payloads. The number and ordering of these payloads differ
according to the type of exchange being used. Each exchange (see Table 5.1) dictates a
number of payloads in some predefined order to accomplish its goals.
Figure 5.1: ISAKMP Header Format
The ISAKMP header has a fixed format. It is shown in Figure 5.1. The Initiator
and Responder cookies are four–octet numbers that are associated with the initiator and
responder peers, respectively. These cookies are used by either peer (as opposed to the
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normal way in which the tuple [SPI, destination address, protocol] is used to identify an
SA) to identify the ISAKMP SA created in phase one of communication.
The Next Payload field is a one-octet field that indicates which of the various pay-
loads immediately follows the ISAKMP Header. These payloads are described below.
The Major and Minor Version fields, each is four bits, are used to identify the version of
the ISAKMP. The one-octet exchange field specifies the type of the ISAKMP exchanges
being used in the current negotiation. It dictates the number and ordering of payloads
exchanged. Table 5.1 shows the exchange types that are defined in the ISAKMP proto-
col [31].
Exchange Type Value
None 0
Base 1
Identity Protection 2
Authentication Only 3
Aggressive 4
Informational 5
Table 5.1: ISAKMP Exchanges
Flags is a one-octet field that indicates some specifications for the exchange being
used. It is represented in a bit mask scheme, in which each bit signifies the presence
of an option. Currently, only 3 bits (options) are defined: the encryption flag, which
signifies that the payloads following the ISAKMP header are encrypted; the commit
flag, which signifies that a peer wishes a notification of negotiation completion; and the
authentication-only bit, which is used primarily to add key recovery to ISAKMP.
The Message ID is a two-octet unique identifier used for message identification in
the IKE phase two negotiation. This two-octet value is generated by the initiator of the
phase two. The entire length in bytes of an ISAKMP message, including the length of the
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header itself, is determined by the four-octet Message Length field. This field is the last
part of an ISAKMP header.
ISAKMP defines 13 different payload types [24]. They all begin with the same
generic header shown in Figure 5.2. This header provides the ability to chain differ-
ent payloads together to form an ISAKMP message(see Figure 5.3). Moreover, it defines
the boundaries between the payloads of an ISAKMP message.
Figure 5.2: ISAKMP Generic Header
The Next Header is a one-octet field that specifies the type of the next payload that
follows the current payload in the message. Table 5.2 summarizes the payload types
defined in ISAKMP. If the current payload is the last in the message, then the Next Header
field is set to zero. The one-octet Reserved field is unused and is set to zero in the sender
and is ignored by the receiver. The Payload Length is a two-octet field that specifies the
length of the current payload, including the generic payload header.
The Security Association payload is used to negotiate security attributes, which in-
cludes the encryption algorithm, the hash algorithm, the authentication method, and life-
time. Moreover, it specifies the protocol for which the SA is being established. It could
be a phase one ISAKMP SA or a phase two IPsec SA. Security attributes and mechanisms
are transferred through the Proposal and Transform payloads. The Proposal and Trans-
form payloads are dependent on the Security Association payload, and may not be used
or transmitted alone. Instead, they are encapsulated in a SA payload. The proposal pay-
load contains data used during SA negotiation. Its payload indicates the security protocol
(ISAKMP, ESP, or AH) for which the SA is being negotiated. The payload also indicates
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Next Payload Type Value
None 0
Security Association (SA) 1
Proposal (P) 2
Transform (T) 3
Key Exchange (KE) 4
Identification (ID) 5
Certificate (Cert) 6
Certificate Request (CR) 7
Hash (HASH) 8
Signature (SIG) 9
Nonce (NONCE) 10
Notification (N) 11
Delete (D) 12
Vendor ID (VID) 13
Table 5.2: ISAKMP Payload Types
the sending entity’s SPI and the number of algorithms (transforms) proposed for each
protocol. The Transform payload contains the specific values of the security attributes
that are negotiated in the SA establishment. These values are represented in a type/value
scheme. For instance, an attribute of type ”encryption algorithm” might have the value of
”DES”. These values are, of course, not English words but numbers that are assigned by
IANA, the Internet Assigned Number Authority [24].
The Key Exchange payload contains data necessary for the two peers to agree on a
session key. The interpretation of this date is specified by the negotiated key exchange
algorithm. This payload can be used to support a variety of key exchange methods. Typi-
cally, it includes a Diffie-Hellman [20,24] public value. The Identification payload is used
to exchange identification data that is used to determine (authenticate) peers. The Certifi-
cate payload is used to carry certificates or certificate–relevant information. It may appear
in any ISAKMP message. The Certificate Request payload provides a means to request
a certificate from a peer. Similar to a certificate payload, it may appear in any ISAKMP
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message. The Hash payload contains data generated by a hash function selected during
the SA negotiation. The data transmitted in a hash payload is used to authenticate peers
and provide data integrity. In a Signature payload, the data contained is generated by a
digital signature function selected during the SA negotiation. Basically, it is an output of
a hash function that is encrypted by the private key of the sender using a digital signature
algorithm such as DSS algorithm [23]. This payload is used to verify the integrity of the
data in a message and to authenticate peers. The Nonce payload contains random data
generated by the transmitting entity to guarantee liveness during an exchange. That is, to
guarantee some uniqueness and prevent the replay of old packets into a new connection.
Notification messages, such as error conditions, are transmitted in the Notification Pay-
load. The Delete Payload indicates an SA that the sender has deleted from its database
(SADB) and is no longer valid. This informs the receiver to delete the specified SA. In
the Vendor IP payload, vendor identification data is used by different vendors to identify
their implementation of ISAKMP on the network.
To create an ISAKMP message, payloads are chained together by using the Next
Header field in the ISAKMP generic header. The ISAKMP Header describes the first
payload following it, and each payload describes which payload comes next. The example
in Figure 5.3 shows how two payloads (Key Exchange and Nonce) are chained together
to construct an ISAKMP message.
5.2.2 ISAKMP phases
ISAKMP describes two separate phases of negotiations. In the first phase, peers estab-
lish an authenticated and secure channel between themselves. In other words, phase one
establishes an ISAKMP SA, agrees on the keying material, and authenticates peers. In
the second phase, that authenticated and secure channel of phase one is used to negotiate
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Figure 5.3: ISAKMP Payloads Chained to Form an ISAKMP Message
security services for a different protocol such as IPsec. Since the ISAKMP SA is already
authenticated, it can be used to provide source authentication, integrity, and confidential-
ity for all messages exchanged in phase two. Once phase two finishes, the state associated
with it in the ISAKMP process is destroyed, but the ISAKMP SA itself can live on (until
its life time expires) to secure future phase two exchanges. This justifies the use of a two
phase approach. It allows many second phase SAs to be established without the need to
start the negotiation process from the beginning. This reduces the cost of SA manage-
ment by eliminating the need to go through the costly authentication process every time a
second phase (usually IPsec) SA is established [24].
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5.2.3 Security Associate Establishment
Establishing a SA (an ISAKMP SA or an IPsec SA) requires the negotiation of security
attributes and parameters. This negotiation is done using the security associate, proposal,
and transform payloads. A message for negotiating and establishing a SA consists of a
single security association payload which includes one or more proposal payloads. Each
proposal payload contains one or more transform payloads. Therefore, the security asso-
ciation, proposal, and transform payloads are considered together and treated as one unit.
Thus, the Next Header field of the security associate payload points to any following
payload not to the proposal payload.
Through the proposal payload, the initiator presents to the responder the security pro-
tocol to use with the security association being negotiated. For example, in phase one the
initiator specifies ISAKMP as the protocol for which the current security association is
being negotiated. If the initiator needs to negotiate multiple protocols, as in the case of
using ESP and AH to protect phase two communication, it presents one proposal for each
protocol provided that all proposals have the same proposal number. This is equivalent to
the logical AND operation. It tells the responder to treat these proposals as one unit and
either accept or reject them all.
The initiator may propose a set of proposals that the responder has to select one.
In this case the initiator presents to the responder more than one proposal, each with a
different proposal number. This is equivalent to the logical OR operation. If more than
one proposal are presented to the responder, they are presented according to the initiator’s
preference order with the first proposal being the most desirable.
For each proposal payload offered in the SA negotiations, there must be at least one
accompanying transform payload. The transform payload provides the initiator with the
capability to present multiple values for a protocol (or algorithm) to the responder. The
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responder must select only one transform for each protocol (algorithm) presented in the
proposal or reject the whole proposal.
To see an example, assume an initiator would like to setup an ISAKMP SA. The
ISAKMP SA has various parameters that must be agreed upon between the peers. Since
some IKE messages are encrypted and authenticated, the peers must agree on the en-
cryption and authentication methods. In addition, they must agree on how to exchange
and authenticate each other’s identity and which key exchange method to use. These pa-
rameters (the encryption algorithm, the hash algorithm, the authentication method, the
Diffie-Hellman parameters, and SA lifetime) are referred to as a protection suite. Protec-
tion suites are negotiated as units by exchanging SA payloads. Each proposal payload in
the SA payload represents a single protection suite. The attributes (parameters) of that
protection suite is represented in a transform payload. Therefore, suppose the initiator
wants to protect its communications using two different protocols: ESP and AH. For the
ESP protocol, the initiator proposes two transforms: 3DES and DES. For the AH proto-
col, the initiator proposes two transforms: SHA1 and MD5. The responder must select
one transform from the two transforms proposed for ESP and one transform from the two
proposed transforms for AH. The resulting protection suites will be either 3DES with
SHA1, 3DES with MD5, DES with SHA1, or DES with MD5 depending on which ESP
and AH transforms are selected by the responder.
To complete the security association establishment, the responder replies with an SA
payload containing the selected proposals and their corresponding transform payloads. In
this case, each proposal must contain only one transform. This approach shows that the
responder is the entity which controls the choice of the security attributes and algorithms.
If the initiator wants to control this process because, for example, it has a restricted policy
in which a certain algorithms must be used and nothing else, the initiator presents the
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responder with proposals that have a single transform payload. Therefore, the responder
will have no choice and will either accept or reject the proposal.
After an ISAKMP SA is established in phase one, a SA for the IPsec protocols (ESP
and AH) is established in phase two under the protection of the ISAKMP SA. ISAKMP
SA differs from that of IPsec in that it is bidirectional. Even though one party is assigned
the role of an initiator, and one is assigned the role of a responder, once an ISAKMP SA
has been established it may be used to protect both inbound and outbound traffic. More-
over, regardless of who initiated the phase one exchange that established the ISAKMP
SA, either party may initiate a phase two exchange and protect it with the ISAKMP SA.
Note that the cookies in the ISAKMP Header are not swapped if the responder in phase
one becomes the initiator in phase two because the cookie pair is used to identify the
ISAKMP SA in the SAs database (SADB).
5.3 IKE Phases and Modes
IKE is an implementation (instantiation) of the ISAKMP. It uses the two phases of the
ISAKMP. The first phase establishes an IKE Security Associate (called ISAKMP SA),
and the second phase uses that SA to negotiate SAs for IPsec protocols. To establish
these SAs IKE defines two exchanges (modes) for phase one, and one exchange (mode)
for phase two. Phase one exchanges (modes) are called Main Mode and Aggressive Mode.
Either mode can be used to establish an ISAKMP SA . Phase two exchange (mode) is
called Quick Mode. In this mode an IPsec SA is established.
Both phase one modes accomplish the same thing, yet in different steps and numbers
of messages. They establish an ISAKMP SA with the required parameters to provide
confidentiality, message integrity, and message source authentication for IKE messages.
In addition both modes conform to standard ISAKMP payload format, attribute encoding,
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and method of processing. There are no requirements for the order of payloads in an
ISAKMP message except that an SA payload must precede all other payloads in phase
one modes.
5.4 IKE Authentication Methods
From among the parameters negotiated in the ISAKMP SA, the parameter that has the
most impact on the IKE modes is the authentication method. An IKE exchange may ac-
tually change depending on the authentication method negotiated by the two peers. Three
types of authentication are supported in IKE (phase one negotiation). One is authentica-
tion with digital signature, in which a hash value is computed over some of the payloads
exchanged between the two peers, such as the nonce and the Diffie–Hellman public val-
ues, and signed using a digital signature algorithm like the Digital Signature Standard
(DSS). After that it is sent to the other peer to verify it. Another method is authentication
using public key encryption, in which the nonces that were negotiated in the ISAKMP SA
establishment are encrypted using the other party’s public key. The public keys must be
provided in some fashion beforehand. The last method is authentication using preshared
keys, in which a key (password) manually setup between the peers is used along with
nonces exchanged to create a hash value that is used to authenticate peers. Authentication
using preshared keys is the only method that MUST be supported in any IKE imple-
mentation. For more information about authentication using digital signatures or public
key encryption see Harkins and Carrel paper [6] and Doraswamy and Harkins book [24].
Authentication using a preshared key is described in Section 5.6.
During IKE message exchanges, various parameters are transmitted in the clear. How-
ever, both sides of the communication maintain some secret information that will not be
visible for an observer or an attacker. These secretes are:
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• SKEYID: is the first secret computed, and on which all subsequent keys are based.
It is derived from secret material known only to the communicating parties.
• SKEYID d: is used to derive keying material for IPsec SA. (Phase two SA).
• SKEYID a: is used to provide data integrity and data source authentication to IKE
messages.
• SKEYID e: is used to encrypt IKE messages. For example, it is used in the last
two messages of the Main Mode exchange.
5.5 Secrets Generation
The generation of SKEYID is dependent on the authentication method negotiated. How-
ever, all other SKEYID–based secrets are generated identically regardless of the authen-
tication method. Each side of the communication contributes a cookie and a nonce to the
secret generation. The initiator contributes his cookie, CKY–I, and his nonce, Ni. Sim-
ilarly, the responder contributes CKY–R and Nr. In addition, the peers share the Diffie-
Hellman secret, gir, as a result of the Diffie–Hellman key exchange in phase one. Using |
to denote concatenation, SKEYID is generated as follows:
• For signature authentication
SKEY ID = PRF (Ni | Nr, gir)
• For public key authentication
SKEY ID = PRF (hash(Ni | Nr), CKY –I | CKY –R)
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• For preshared keys authentication
SKEY ID = PRF (preshared key, Ni | Nr)
PRF, the Pseudo Random Function, is the HMAC version of the negotiated hash func-
tion. In another way, PRF = Hash(key,message). Once SKEYID has been generated,
the remaining secrets can be generated regardless of the authentication method:
• SKEY ID d = PRF (SKEY ID, gir | CKY –I | CKY –R | 0)
• SKEY ID a = PRF (SKEY ID, SKEY ID d | gir | CKY –I | CKY –R | 1)
• SKEY ID e = PRF (SKEY ID, SKEY ID a | gir | CKY –I | CKY –R | 2)
Where the numbers 0, 1, and 2 are represented as one octet.
Phase one messages are authenticated by each side computing a hash that the other
side can verify. The computation of the hash value is identical regardless of the authenti-
cation method negotiated. The initiator’s authenticating hash is:
HASH–I = PRF (SKEY ID, gi | gr | CKY –I | CKY –R | SA–offer | IDi)
The responder authenticating hash is:
HASH–R = PRF (SKEY ID, gr | gi | CKY –R | CKY –I | SA–offer | IDr)
Where gi and gr are the Diffie-Hellman public values of the initiator and the respon-
der, respectively. SA–offer is the SA payload that was offered by the initiator to the
responder (minus the ISAKMP generic header). IDi and IDr are the identities of the
initiator and the responder in phase one communication, respectively.
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5.6 Preshared Key Authentication Method
Phase one communication can be authenticated by a preshared key. The key is derived
by some out–of–bound mechanism and agreed upon beforehand. Moreover, the key
SKEYID e is the one used to encrypt all payloads following the ISAKMP header, if
required. Encryption must be applied using CBC mode which requires the use of an
Initialization Vector (IV)(see Section 2.3.1.2). The IV is generated by hashing the two
Diffie-Hellman public values together,gi and gr.
5.6.1 Main Mode
Six messages are negotiated to establish an ISAKMP SA in the phase one exchange when
the Main Mode is used. The first two messages are used for negotiating the security pol-
icy (SA parameters) for the exchange. They are also used for exchanging cookies of the
initiator and responder. The next two messages are used for the Diffie-Hellman keying
material exchange. After these messages, the peers have exchanged the Diffie-Hellman
public values, and they are ready to compute the shared key and generate the SKEYID–
based secrets. The last two messages are used for authenticating the peers. They include
each peer’s identity together with its authenticating hash. The last two authentication mes-
sages are encrypted with the SKEYID e key using the negotiated encryption algorithm.
As a result, the identities of the peers are protected from eavesdroppers. Figure 5.4shows
the messages negotiated during the Main Mode.
In Figure 5.4, HDR represents an ISAKMP header that describes the exchange type
(mode) being used (Main Mode in this case). HDR* indicates that all payloads after the
header are encrypted. SA, KE, Nonce, Hash, and ID are security associate, key exchange,
nonce, hash, and identity payloads respectively. The KE payload contains the Diffie-
Hellman public values gi and gr. The i and r subscripts refer to the initiator and responder
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Figure 5.4: Main Mode Exchange using Preshared Key
values, respectively. The Hashi payload contains the HASH–I value, while the Hashr
payload contains the HASH–R value described previously. Note that while the last two
messages are encrypted, the first four messages, which contain most of the necessary
information to compute the shared secret state, are sent in the clear. Therefore, an attacker
can get them easily.
5.6.2 Aggressive Mode
The purpose of Aggressive Mode is the same as Main Mode. The difference is that Ag-
gressive Mode takes half the number of messages as Main Mode does. As a result, the
Aggressive Mode limits its negotiating power and does not provide identity protection as
Main Mode does. In Aggressive Mode exchange, the initiator offers the SA parameters,
its Diffie-Hellman public value, its nonce, and its identity in the first message. The respon-
der replies with the selected SA parameters, its Diffie-Hellman public value, its nonce, its
identity, and a hash payload for authentication purposes. The hash payload contains the
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HASH–R value. At this point all the information to compute the shared secrets are ex-
changed. The last message is used for authenticating the initiator and provides a proof of
participation in the exchange. It contains the HASH–I value. Figure 5.5 summarizes the
Aggressive Mode exchange.
Figure 5.5: Aggressive Mode Exchange using Preshared Key
5.7 Quick Mode
Once an IKE SA is established, via Main or Aggressive Mode exchange, in phase one
it can be used to generate SAs for other security protocols such as IPsec. These SAs
are established using Quick Mode. In addition, Quick Mode is used to derive keying
material for phase two communication. Quick Mode is done under the protection of the
previously established IKE SA. The SKEYID a value computed in IKE SA is used as a
key to authenticate all Quick Mode messages, and the SKEYID e value from the same
ISAKMP SA is used to encrypt all the payloads exchanged, except the ISAKMP Headers.
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Figure 5.6 shows the messages negotiate during Quick Mode exchange. The information
between brackets is optional. Note that in Quick Mode a hash payload must immediately
follow the ISAKMP header, and a SA payload must immediately follow the hash payload.
Other than that there are no restrictions on the payload ordering in the Quick Mode.
Figure 5.6: Quick Mode Exchange
Quick Mode derives the keys used for the IPsec SA from the ISAKMP SA key
SKEYID d , and computes some authenticating hashes [6,24]: HASH(1), HASH(2), and
HASH(3). HASH(1) is computed over the message ID from the ISAKMP header con-
catenated with the entire message following the hash payload. This includes all generic
payload headers, but excluding any padding added as a result of encryption. HASH(2) is
computed in the same way except that the initiator’s nonce payload (Ni) minus its generic
header is added after the message ID and before the remaining parts of the message.
HASH(3) is computed over the value zero represented as a single octet concatenated with
the message ID followed by the initiator’s and the responder’s nonce payloads respec-
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tively minus their generic headers. Therefore, the authenticating hashes are computed as
follows:
• HASH(1) = PRF (SKEY ID a, M–ID | SA | Ni [|KE] [| IDci | IDcr])
• HASH(2) = PRF (SKEY ID a, M–ID | Ni | SA | Nr [|KE] [| IDci | IDcr])
• HASH(3) = (SKEY IDa, 0 |M–ID | Ni | Nr)
The optional identities exchanged in this mode (IDci and IDcr ) can be used by the
receiver to determine which services are applicable to which clients.
As mentioned earlier, the ISAKMP SA is bidirectional. This means that either party
can initiate a quick mode exchange in phase two regardless of who initiated the Main or
Aggressive mode exchanges of phase one. When this happens, the initiator of phase one
exchange might become a responder in phase two exchange and vice versa. However,
regardless of the role played in phase two, the initiator cookie and the responder cookie
are determined based on the role played in the phase one exchanges (Main Mode or Ag-
gressive Mode). This is important since these cookies are used to identify the ISAKMP
SA used to protect the Quick Mode exchange in phase two.
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Chapter 6
Weakness of IKE Preshared Key
Authentication Method
6.1 Introduction
Some of the authentication methods defined in the IKE protocol require the use of pub-
lic key cryptography. Therefore, if the communicating peers have no public/private keys
assigned to them, or if it is unaffordable to obtain such keys, then the only authentica-
tion method available in the IKE protocol is the preshared key authentication method. In
fact, the preshared key authentication method is the only mandatory–to–implement au-
thentication method in the IKE protocol. However, authentication based on preshared
keys is subject to off–line dictionary and brute–force attacks that can compromise the se-
curity provided by the phase one security associate, ISAKMP SA. As a result, all phase
two negotiations, which are used to generate SAs for IPsec, are compromised also. In this
chapter each mode of the phase one exchange is analyzed under the preshared key authen-
tication method to show its weaknesses and the way it can be compromised. Moreover,
the speed with which a preshared key could be compromised is also computed.
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6.2 Attacking the Aggressive Mode
Both modes of phase one, Main Mode and Aggressive Mode, are subject to brute–force
or off–line dictionary attacks [39] through which the preshared key can be determined.
However, with Aggressive Mode it is much easier to implement or apply such attacks. To
illustrate, the reader can refer to Figure 5.5, which shows the Aggressive Mode Exchange
under the preshared key authentication method. In this mode all the information necessary
to compute the phase one SKEYID–based secrets (SKEYID, SKEYID d, SKEYID a,
SKEYID e) is sent in the clear. Therefore, an attacker can easily intercept the initiator’s
cookie, nonce, identity, Diffie–Hellman public key, and SA parameters from the first
message. Moreover, he/she can intercept the responder’s cookie, nonce, identity, public
key, and HASH–R value from the second message. Note that the intercepted HASH–R
value is not encrypted.
The HASH–R value is a very important piece of information an attacker can obtain
from intercepting the responder’s second message. Recall that the value of HASH–R =
PRF (SKEY ID, gr | gi | CKY –R | CKY –I | SA–offer | IDr), where | is the con-
catenation operation. Hence, it is clear that the attacker has all the necessary information
to compute the HASH–R value except SKEY ID = PRF (preshared key, Ni | Nr),
which depends on the preshared key. However, the attacker can determine the preshared
key by applying an off–line dictionary attack (or a brute–force attack) on the preshared
key. The attacker enumerates all possible candidates for the preshared key, and for each
one computes:
SKEY IDnew = PRF (guessed key, Ni | Nr), and
HASH–Rnew = PRF (SKEY IDnew, g
r | gi | CKY –R | CKY –I | SA–offer | IDr).
In the case that HASH–Rnew = HASH–R(the intercepted one), then there is a very
high probability that the guessed key equals the preshared key because of the one–way
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property of the hash functions. Note that the PRF, which is the HMAC version of the
negotiated hash function, can be easily known from the parameters of the SA offer sent
in the clear in the first message. Thus, given enough time and resources, an attacker can
produce the preshared key and compute the SKEYID value, on which all the remaining
secrets depend.
In addition to the preshared key, the attacker needs the Diffie–Hellman shared se-
cret, gxy, to reveal the remaining secrets (SKEYID d, SKEYID a, and SKEYID e). The
Diffie–Hellman shared secret is very difficult to compute from the two public values gr
and gi that are obtainable from the intercepted messages (if the Diffie–Hellman key is
1024 bits, the probability of guessing it is 1
21024
). However, the attacker can use the Man
in The Middle (MITM) attack, after compromising the preshared key, to compromise the
Diffie–Hellman shared secret (see Figure 6.1) and all future connections. The purpose of
this attack, as a result, is to discover the shared secret resulting from the Diffie–Hellman
exchange between the two peers.
To compromise a connection successfully, the MITM attack must be launched after
compromising the preshared key. In the MITM attack, the attacker intercepts the first
initiator’s message to the responder and changes the initiator’s Diffie–Hellman public key
gi to his/her public key ga, and then sends the message to the responder with ga as the
Diffie–Hellman public key as if it is coming from the initiator. The responder replies with
its Diffie–Hellman public key gr in the second message. Again the attacker intercepts this
message and changes the responder’s Diffie–Hellman public key gr to his/her public key
ga. In addition, the responder’s authenticating hash, HASH–R, is replaced with a new
value using the parameters shared between the attacker and the initiator. After that the
message with the attacker’s Diffie–Hellman public key and the new authenticating hash
is sent to the initiator as if it is coming from the responder. The authenticating hash will
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pass the verification and the attacker will be authenticated to the initiator. At this point
the attacker shares the gia secret key with the initiator, and the gar secret key with the
responder.
Based on this situation caused by the MITM attack, and armed with the value of
the preshared key previously compromised in a separate attack, the attacker computes
two sets of secret keys (SKEYID, SKEYID d, SKEYID a, SKEYID e) and two sets of
the authenticating hashes (HASH–I, HASH–R). One set is computed using the shared
parameters with the initiator, and the other set is computed using the shared parameters
with the responder. In addition, the initiator and the responder compute their four secret
keys and their authenticating hashes normally, with the exception that the shared keys
with the attacker are used in the computations.
When the initiator sends its authentication hash, HASH–I, it will be intercepted by the
attacker and replaced with an authenticating hash value that is based on the parameters
shared between the attacker and the responder. This authentication value will pass the
verification at the responder and the attacker will be authenticated at the responder.
After authentication is done, the initiator assumes it is talking with the responder.
Therefore, it uses its SKEYID d, which is actually shared with the attacker, to encrypt
phase two communications to the responder. The attacker intercepts these messages,
decrypts them with the shared key with the initiator, and reencrypts them using the shared
key with the responder before sending them to the responder. The responder will accept
the messages as if they are coming from the initiator and process them. The final result
is that all the communication between the initiator and the responder is compromised,
and all the attacker needs to do is repeated decryption and reencryption of the messages
intercepted.
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Figure 6.1: MITM Attack to Compromise a Connection in the Aggressive Mode
6.3 Attacking the Main Mode
For the Main Mode exchange, it is more difficult to discover the preshared key value, yet
it is not theoretically difficult. This results from the fact that the hashes, HASH–I and
HASH–R, in the Main Mode are encrypted before being sent (see the last two messages
of Figure 5.4) in contrast to the Aggressive Mode where the HASH–R value is sent in the
clear.
To overcome this problem, the attacker must fool one peer (usually the initiator) us-
ing MITM attacks in order to trick that peer into encrypting the authenticating hash using
the shared information with the attacker not the responder. This way the attacker can
compromise the preshared key. This is shown in Figure 6.2. The attack begins when the
attacker intercepts the fourth message from responder to initiator that contains the Diffie–
Hellman public key of the responder, gr. The attacker changes that key to his/her public
key, ga, and sends the message to the initiator. The initiator thinks this message is from
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the responder because up to this point authentication has not been started. As a result, the
initiator computes the four secrets SKEYID, SKEYID d, SKEYID a, SKEYID e, and
the authenticating hash, HASH–I, based on the shared information with the attacker, gia,
and not that of the responder. Then, the initiator sends its IDi and authenticating hash,
HASH–I, encrypted with a key that is derived from SKEYID e. The attacker intercepts
this encrypted message and starts an off–line dictionary attack (or a brute–force attack)
on the preshared key by enumerating all the candidates for the preshared key, and for each
one computes:
SKEY IDnew = PRF (guessed key, Ni | Nr), and
SKEY ID dnew = PRF (SKEY IDnew, g
ia | CKY –I | CKY –R | 0), and
SKEY ID anew = PRF (SKEY IDnew, SKEY ID dnew | gia |CKY –I |CKY –R | 1), and
SKEY ID enew = PRF (SKEY IDnew, SKEY ID anew | gia |CKY –I |CKY –R | 2), and
HASH–Inew = PRF (SKEY IDnew, g
i | ga |CKY –I | CKY –R | SA–offer | IDi).
Now, armed with SKEY ID enew, the attacker decrypts the intercepted message and
obtains the HASH–I value that was sent by the initiator. If the new computed hash value
equals the decrypted hash value, i.e. if HASH–Inew = HASH–I , then there is a very
high probability that the guessed key equals the preshared key due to the one–way prop-
erty of hash functions.
After compromising the preshared key, the same MITM attack used in the Aggressive
Mode (see Figure 6.1) can be used to compromise the shared Diffie–Hellman key and
all future connections between the two peers. Note that in the Main Mode two MITM
attacks are required: one to compromise the preshared key, and one to compromise the
Diffie–Hellman shared key, while only one MITM attack is required in the Aggressive
Mode. Note also that after sending the fifth message containing its ID and authenticating
hash, the initiator will not receive a reply because the message will fail the authentication
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Figure 6.2: MITM Attack to Compromise the Preshared Key in the Main Mode
process at the responder since parameters shared with the attacker rather than the respon-
der are used in computing the authenticating hash. Therefore, the initiator assumes that
the message is lost and initiates a new connection with the responder. This shows that it
is difficult to detect such attacks because the initiator has no way of telling whether it was
communicating with a legitimate responder or an attacker.
6.4 Cracking Speed of the IKE Preshared Key
The preshared key authentication method is subject to off–line dictionary or brute–force
attacks through which the preshared key is compromised. In this section I will briefly
introduce the Data Encryption Standard (DES) cracker machine [10] which is used for
calculating the time it takes to compromise the preshared key value. The performance of
the DES cracker machine in terms of hashing speed is computed. Based on that speed,
the time required to compromise different preshared key lengths is calculated.
Aggressive Mode exchange is used in order to determine the time required to com-
promise the preshared key value. In the Aggressive Mode an attacker can intercept all
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the packets exchanged between any two communicating parties (initiator and respon-
der). These packets contain all the necessary parameters required for computing the
SKEYID–based encryption and authentication keys except the preshared key itself. How-
ever, among the intercepted parameters is the HASH–R value, which is a function of the
preshared key. Two hash algorithms (MD5 and SHA–1) might be used to compute the
HASH–R value. With this hash value in hand, an attacker can apply an off–line dic-
tionary attack (or brute force attack) against the authenticating hash value until the pre-
shared key is determined. Once the preshared keys is determined, the remaining secrets
(the encryption and authentication keys), which depend on the preshared key among other
parameters, can be compromised using the MITM attack explained in Section 6.2.
The DES cracker is a very effective machine built by the Electronic Frontier Founda-
tion (EFF) to perform a brute–force search of DES’s key space. It decrypts an encrypted
message by trying every possible key until the right key used in the encryption process is
successfully determined. The aim in doing this is to prove that the DES’s key is not long
enough to be secure. The same machine, with its huge processing power and high degree
of parallelism, can be also used to show that the preshared key used for authenticating
the phase one exchange of the IKE protocol is insecure. Most of the description found
below about the DES cracker machine is taken from the book “Cracking DES - Secrets of
Encryption Research, Wiretap Politics and Chip Design“ [10].
The DES cracker machine was built in 1998 by the EFF. It cost about $200,000 to
build. It consists of an ordinary personal computer connected with a large array of custom
chips. Software in the personal computer instructs the custom chips to begin searching.
The strength of the machine is that it replicates a simple but useful search circuit thou-
sands of times, allowing the task of searching a given key space to be distributed among
the search circuits. This means that the problem of searching the given key space (such as
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brute–forcing a preshared key) can be usefully solved by many machines working in par-
allel. For example, a single DES cracker machine can find the key in a certain amount of
time. A thousand DES cracker machines can solve the same problem in one thousandth of
the time. A million DES cracker machine could theoretically solve the problem in about
a millionth of the time.
The DES cracker machine built in 1998 was able to perform 250,000,000,000 DES
decryption operations per second [10, 40]. The machine is composed of 1856 custom
DES chips, housed on 29 circuit boards of 64 chips each. The speed of each custom chip
was 40 MHz.
In attacking the preshared key, hashing operations are used rather than DES decryp-
tion operations. In order to compare the performance of the DES operations with the per-
formance of the hashing operations two simple performance tests have been conducted.
In fact, similar tests were conducted by Roe in 1993 and published in his paper “Perfor-
mance of Symmetric Ciphers and One–Way Hash Functions” [41]. However, the paper is
dated being more than 10 years old and processors have increased in performance enor-
mously since that time. Therefore, we considered making a run of a similar task on a
current generation machine.
The first test is for the MD5 and the SHA–1 hashing algorithms. It measures the
time taken to hash a 128 character message. The length is chosen to reflect a typical
length of a Diffie–Hellman shared secret that is hashed to generate a new preshared key
(see Section 7.4 for details on generating the new preshared key). Typically, the Diffie–
Hellman key length is 1024 bits which is 128 bytes worth of data. The test is implemented
by clearing a 128 character buffer, and then 100,000 times calling the routines to start
hashing, hash the buffer, and finish hashing. The measurements were carried out on a
500 MHz HP/Compaq True64 Unix system 200 times to produce an average value. It
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takes 0.334961 seconds on average to hash the 128 buffer 100,000 times using the SHA–
1 algorithm, and 0.274414 seconds on average to hash the same buffer 100,000 times
using the MD5 algorithm. Using these results, one can calculate the rate at which hashing
operations can be performed per second. Table 6.1 shows such a rate for both the MD5
and the SHA–1 algorithms.
Hash Speed
Algorithm (hashes/second)
MD5 364412
SHA–1 298542
Table 6.1: Average Hash Algorithms Performance on a Tru64 500 MHz Machine
The second performance test measures the performance of the DES decryption oper-
ation on the same machine. It measures the time it takes to decrypt a single data block
under 100,000 different keys. This situation is similar to the way the DES cracker machine
works. The DES cracker machines tries to decrypt a ciphertext block using a different key
in each trial. The size of the block is set to 64 bits (8 bytes). In each run of the test, the
routines to initialize the decryption process, decrypt the block, and finish decryption are
called. To get an average value, the test was run 200 times. It takes 7.373047 seconds
on average to decrypt an 8–byte block 100,000 times on a 500 MHz HP/Compaq True64
Unix system. Table 6.2 shows the rate per second at which decryption operations can be
performed.
Encryption Speed
Algorithm (decryptions/second)
DES 13562
Table 6.2: DES Decryption Performance on a Tru64 500 MHz Machine
The hashing speed using the DES cracker machine can be estimated based on the
above results. The MD5 algorithm is almost 27 times faster than DES decryption, and the
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SHA–a algorithm is almost 22 times faster. Therefore, the DES cracker machine is ex-
pected to perform 250, 000, 000, 000 ∗ 27 = 6, 750, 000, 000, 000 MD5 hashing operation
per second and 250, 000, 000, 000 ∗ 22 = 5, 500, 000, 000, 000 SHA–1 hashing operation
per second. These figures are used in all subsequent calculations to determine the required
time to compromise different preshared key lengths using a brute–force attack.
The possible set of characters a byte in the preshared key can take is variable. It
depends on the person that sets up the preshared key. It might be 26 characters (upper
or lower characters). It might be the 52 combined upper and lower characters. Another
option for the character set is the combination of upper, lower, and numeric characters.
This set is 62 characters in size. If all printable characters are considered, the set is
composed of 96 characters. On the other hand, if all the ASCII characters are to be
considered, the size of the character set is 128. However, in practicality a preshared key
depends on the interface through which the key is set up. The interface might limit the
number of characters a user can input for a key. A good example of that can be found in
the paper by Mudge [42]. It shows an example of a Windows NT key that is limited to 14
characters by the interface. Furthermore, the preshared key length is limited by the keys
found on a regular keyboard when being setup. Therefore, theoretically a preshared key
can have any ASCII character, but practically it is not the case.
In addition to that, no one can exclude any of the above possible sets and consider
the set of ASCII characters only. All of them are valid according to the IKE standard
specifications. There are no requirements on the set of possible characters a preshared
key can take in the IKE RFC’s [6, 31] nor in the IKEv2 RFC [43]. The only requirement
is found in the IKEv2 that requires the preshared key length to be equal to the length of
the output of the underlying hash function(can be 16 bytes if MD5 is used). If that key is
composed of lower case and/or upper case characters only, it is insecure.
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Character Preshared key Brute Force Attack Timing
Set Length SHA–1 MD5
Upper 8 0.019 sec 0.015 sec
or 10 12.83 sec 10.45 sec
Lower 12 2.41 hours 1.96 hours
Case 16 125.71 years 102.43 years
Upper 8 4.86 sec 3.95 sec
and 10 3.65 min 2.97 min
Lower 12 1.12 years 0.91 years
Case 16 8.2 ∗ 106 years 6.7 ∗ 106 years
Table 6.3: Brute Force Timing in the IKE Protocol (U and/or L Case Letters)
Users and system administrators tend to use passwords, without looking into their
lengths or degree of randomness, as preshared keys. In fact, in IKEv2 specifications it
is acknowledged that the preshared key can be of any length (see Section 2.15 in RFC
4306 [43]), and that it is common to derive preshared keys from a user–chosen password
without incorporating a source of randomness in the key. Therefore, a 17 ASCII character
string is padded to the preshared key before using it according to the IKEv2 specifications.
The pad string is added so that if the shared secret is derived from a password, it adds some
unpredictability to it so that it can resist off–line or social engineering attacks. However,
the specifications do not state how this padding string is generated or distributed. It is
assumed that the padding string is there and ready to be used. Practically, if this string is
dynamic, generating and distributing it brings us back to the same problem of generating
and distributing the preshared key securely. On the other hand, if it is static, it must be
known to every one in advance. In this case, the padding string is useless from a security
point of view since it is well known to the peers, public, and the outside world.
Table 6.3 shows the brute–force attack timing required to compromise different pre-
shared key lengths when using the DES cracker machine. The calculations in this table
are based on the assumption that the possible set for a character in the preshared key is
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Character Preshared key Brute Force Attack Timing
Set Length SHA–1 MD5
Printable 8 10.93 min. 8.90 min.
ASCII 10 69.95 days 56.99 days
(96 char.) 12 1761.43 years 1435.24 years
16 14.9 ∗ 1010 years 12.1 ∗ 1010 years
Table 6.4: Brute Force Timing in the IKE Protocol (Printable ASCII)
the set of upper and/or lower case characters only. Table 6.4 shows the brute–force attack
timing using the DES cracker machine when the set of printable characters is considered
to be the set of possible characters for a preshared key character. An entry in the above
tables is computed as follows:
Attacking T ime = 0.5 ∗ set of possible characters
preshared key length
hashing speed
For example, the brute–force attacking time of a preshared key that is 8–lower case char-
acters hashed with SHA algorithm is:
Attacking T ime = 0.5 ∗ 26
8
5.5 ∗ 1012 = 0.019 sec
.
When conducting a brute–force search, the right preshared key might be found in
the first thousand tries, or it might be found in the last thousand tries. On average, the
preshared key is found after trying half the possible values. Therefore, the timing for the
brute–force search is generally given as the average time to find a key. The maximum
time is double the average time.
It is clearly seen that the preshared key could be compromised. Even though in some
cases the time required to compromise the preshared key is long, it is still feasible to crack
the key for four reasons. The first is that the preshared key is static. This means that its
lifetime is infinite, which imposes no limit on the time frame during which the attacker
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must apply or launch the attack. Consequently, the attacker has an infinite time through
which he/she can try every possible value the preshared key can take, and eventually
he/she will successfully compromise the preshared key.
The second reason is that the results in the table are based on the DES cracker ma-
chine, which was built in 1998 with a processor speed of 40 MHz. Due to huge improve-
ments in the processing power and speed since that time, it would definitely take much
less time to compromise the preshared key using the current technology. Current chips
are much faster than the ones used in the original DES cracker machine design. Modern
processor chips can run at more than 3.6 GHz, ninety times faster than the original design.
Third, the DES cracker machine is used here only to give the reader an approximate
bound on how long it would take to crack a preshared key hash. However, other ”crack-
ing” systems have and continue to be developed whose performance will outperform the
DES cracker machine in many times. This would result in reducing the time it takes to
crack the preshared key. Thus, the time bound in the Table 6.3 and the Table 6.4 shows
the possibility and the feasibility of cracking the preshared key, not the exact time it takes
to do so. Newer improved machines will definitely increase the risk of compromising the
preshared key.
Finally, by deploying more machines in a distributed environment to work on the pre-
shared key search in parallel, the collective work of these machine will reduce the time
needed to crack the preshared key further. Theoretically, there is no limit on the number
of DES cracker machines that can be put together to work collectively on compromising
the preshared key except the cost associated of building and putting these machines to-
gether. Recall that the DES cracker machine cost about $200,000 back in 1998. However,
taking into consideration that the cost of hardware is getting lower and lower (along with
increased processing power), the cost factor might not be an issue in the near future, espe-
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cially if we are talking about governmental institutions, not normal users, who are willing
to spend millions of dollars to compromise that essential preshared key. Therefore, com-
bining the infinite preshared key lifetime with more processing power for each machine
in a large distributed environment using contemporary up–to–date machines would defi-
nitely reduce the time to compromise a preshared key dramatically.
The above analysis shows that the preshared key can be compromised. One might
suggest using strong preshared keys that are difficult to be guessed or that are not found
in a dictionary. This might increase the time and effort to compute that preshared key.
However, once it is computed, it is effortless to compromise all subsequent communica-
tions because the same preshared key is used again and again to authenticate the phase
one exchange and establish the phase one SA, which protects all subsequent IPsec com-
munications. Therefore, using the IKE preshared key authentication method in its current
design is not safe. We need to find a remedy to overcome this weakness. The next chap-
ter proposes and discusses a modification for the IKE phase one exchange to enhance its
preshared key authentication method.
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Chapter 7
Enhancing the IKE Preshared Key
Authentication Method
7.1 The Problem
The analysis of the preshared key authentication method in Chapter 6 shows the im-
portance of having a strong authentication service in IKE phase one communications.
Without being able to authenticate the peer at the other end, the SAs and session keys es-
tablished are suspect. One can not trust an identity’s identification without being authenti-
cated. Even though encryption (ESP) and integrity (AH) services will protect subsequent
communications in phase two from being compromised, it is possible, without strong au-
thentication, that the SA and the session key may have been established with an attacker
who performed a MITM attack in phase one and is now revealing all data communicated
in phase two. Thus, depending on a weak phase one authentication followed by very
strong authentication and encryption in phase two can not prevent all communications
from being compromised. Consequently, in order to secure phase two data communi-
cations, the system must provide very strong phase one authentication that can not be
compromised easily.
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7.2 Performance Analysis of the Preshared Key Authen-
tication Method
Authentication in IKE Phase one exchanges can be achieved using preshared keys or using
public key cryptography (RSA signatures or digital signatures). Based on the analysis in
Chapter 6 the preshared key authentication method can not be considered to be secure. It
is subject to off–line dictionary or brute–force attacks.
A direct and simple solution to this security risk is to avoid using the preshared key
authentication method. Instead, one recommendation is to use methods that depend on
public key cryptography, such as RSA signatures. These algorithms are known for their
strength from a security point of view. However, when it comes to performance, the public
key cryptography methods suffer from the fact that they are slow.
To give an exact relation between the performance of the preshared key authentication
method and the performance of the public key authentication methods, the time it takes
to finish the IKE phase one exchange using both methods is measured. Only phase one
timing is considered in this measurement since authentication occurs in this phase. By
determining the time required to finish the phase one exchange it is clear which authenti-
cation method is faster and more effective for the use of the phase one authentication.
The hardware required to run the test which measures phase one timing is composed
of two Windows–based systems. One is a Windows 2000 machine. The other is a Win-
dows XP machine. After installing the IPsec software on the Windows 2000 machine,
since it is not installed by default, both systems are configured to use the preshared key
authentication method for one set of tests and the authentication using RSA signatures for
a second set of tests [44, 45]. RSA signatures require the use of certificates. A certificate
is a file that binds a system’s identity to its associated public keys enabling the system to
send encrypted and digitally signed electronic messages.
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The certificate identifies the system and is required to verify its digital signature. Each
certificate contains a public key, along with other information such as the owner’s com-
mon name and the certificate’s expiration date. Information is verified in the certificate
by relying on a trusted third party called a Certificate Authority (CA). Each certificate is
signed with the private key of the CA. Moreover, the CA’s authenticity is verified by its
certificate, which is generally available to the public. The CA certificate must be gener-
ated before any other certificates can be generated. Moreover, the certificate must be in-
stalled on both systems in order to sign and verify other client certificates. Certificates for
the CA and the two systems are generated locally using the openssl utility program [46].
See openssl documentation [47] and Hirsch’s paper [48] to see how to setup your own
CA and generate client certificates.
Table 7.1 shows the time measurements obtained by capturing the packets transmit-
ted between the two Windows–based systems in each authentication method. The table
shows the average values of measuring the phase one exchange timing five times a day
for a period of two weeks. Packets were captured using the Ethereal tool [49]. Ethereal
is a free network protocol analyzer for UNIX and Windows. It allows a user to intercept
and display packets being transmitted or received over a network to which the computer
is attached. It prints out many details about the packets intercepted through its Graphical
User Interface (GUI). For example, it shows the content of each packet, time of trans-
mission or interception, source address, destination address, and much more. For more
information about Ethereal see the paper by Hards [50].
The table shows that the time required to finish the phase one exchange using the RSA
signature method is much more than the time required to finish the phase one exchange
using the preshared key authentication method. It takes almost seven times as long to
finish the phase one exchange using the RSA signature. Therefore, authentication using
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Trial No. RSA Signature Preshared Key % (RSA/Preshared)
1 2.5838 0.3883 665.41 %
2 2.5609 0.3846 665..86 %
3 2.5242 0.3676 686.67 %
4 2.5178 0.3616 696.29 %
5 2.7283 0.3930 694.22 %
Table 7.1: Time to Finish Phase One Using Different Authentication Methods
preshared keys is much less time consuming than using the RSA signatures. The next
scenario illustrates how this might be helpful in improving the performance of systems
using IPsec for protecting their communications with other systems.
Considering that thousands of clients (initiators) might try to initiate a connection
with a certain machine (responder) per second, the time to finish phase one becomes a
crucial factor in determining the overall system performance. For example, assume that
we have a web server that is setup to use IPsec to protect its traffic. If we have thousands
of users who are trying to access some web pages on that server from different systems,
these systems must be authenticated. Using the RSA signatures for the authentication
requires all user systems to have public and private keys assigned to them which might
be difficult or unaffordable. Furthermore, it takes much more time and processing power
to authenticate these systems using the RSA signatures authentication method. Using the
same hardware setup, processing power, and the preshared key authentication method, the
same web server can theoretically support a number of users that is 7 times greater than
the number of users supported in the RSA signature authentication method. In addition,
taking into consideration that the visits to the web server are usually of short duration,
after which the SA is discarded to claim its reserved resources, a user must be reauthen-
ticated each time he/she accesses the web server again.
Since the authentication process can possibly run thousands of times each second
(depending on the number of users), if we can save some of the time spent in the au-
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thentication process itself, that saving is replicated thousands of times. This opens the
possibility to do more useful work and serve more users using the same underlying hard-
ware setup without any associated cost. Furthermore, it enhances the response time and
the throughput of the server system.
Therefore, from a performance point of view, the preshared key is the preferred phase
one authentication method to use. However, since this method is subject to off–line dic-
tionary or brute–force attacks, it can not be used securely. Thus, without overcoming its
vulnerability, the preshared key authentication method is unusable.
7.3 Proposed Enhancement to Secure the Preshared Key
Authentication Method
To utilize the preshared key authentication method performance on a system without risk-
ing the system’s security, the method must be modified to resist the brute–force and off–
line dictionary attacks. This can be achieved by limiting the preshared key lifetime. That
is, use a dynamic preshared key instead of the static one currently used in the IKE. By do-
ing so, we impose a time bound to limit the amount of time an attacker has to successfully
obtain the preshared key value.
Without the time limit on the life of a preshared key, an attacker has an indefinite
time frame through which he/she can apply the off–line dictionary attack (or brute–force
attack). Because of this indefinite time the attacker can eventually compromise the pre-
shared key. After that it becomes easy to compromise all future connections. Thus, all
it takes to compromise a connection is one successful attack against the preshared key
that can be applied at the leisure of the attacker. However, by introducing a limited life
time on the preshared key, an attacker must compromise the preshared key within the time
bound. Otherwise, the efforts and time spent on compromising a preshared key is useless
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after that key is replaced with a fresh, new one to be used in the authentication process
of the next phase one exchange. This introduces a new dimension on the preshared key
security. Besides the possibility of having a longer key length, the key is valid only for
a short period of time. This limits the vulnerability period to a maximum or hours or
minutes rather than years.
The proposed enhancement in this dissertation does exactly that. It is very simple and
effective. Instead of using the same constant preshared key over and over in each authen-
tication process of the phase one exchange, a new, different preshared key is used each
time. This new key is generated after the end of a successful phase one authentication
process to be used in the next phase one exchange authentication process. This enhance-
ment imposes a time limit on the liveness of the preshared key and makes it a frequently
changed, dynamic, one–time key.
The maximum lifetime of the preshared key is either the lifetime of the current session
in which the key is used or the default lifetime designated by an IPsec implementation for
the phase one SA if the session is longer than that (the default value is eight hours [51]).
Thus, by using this proposed enhancement, it is guaranteed that the maximum time al-
lowed for an attacker to compromise a preshared key is eight hours or less. This time is
very short based on the processing power available nowadays and in the near future (see
Table 9.1 to see the resistance of the proposed enhancement to the off–line dictionary and
brute force attacks).
The proposed enhancement provides another level of security in terms of the amount
of information leak that can happen if a preshared key is compromised. This is due to
the limited lifetime a preshared key can have in the proposed enhancement compared to
the infinite lifetime of the permanent preshared keys in the original IKE protocol. This
short lifetime ensures that even if an attacker is able to compromise the communication
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protected by one preshared key, he would have access only to the information that was
protected and exchanged while using that preshared key. New preshared keys used in
consequent sessions will protect the information that is sent in the future. That is, only the
session that used the compromised preshared key might be compromised. Future sessions
will not be compromised depending on the compromised preshared key since they are
using new, fresh and different preshared keys in their communications. Furthermore, if the
time required to break one preshared key (within the time limit of the eight hours) exceeds
the useful lifetime of the information exchanged, this scheme of one–time preshared keys
becomes very valuable.
7.4 New Preshared Key Generation
The new preshared key is generated as a function of the key used to authenticate all phase
one messages (SKEYID a), the established Diffie–Hellman secret, which is randomly
generated in each session, and a master key known only by the initiator and the respon-
der. The new preshared key is generated after the current phase one exchange finishes
successfully. When the next phase one exchange starts, it uses this newly generated key
as the preshared key for authenticating the exchange.
The master key is used to prevent an attacker from generating the new preshared key
in the same way it is generated at the initiator or the responder. It is always possible, in
the worst case scenario, that the preshared key (the currently used one) is compromised
even in the short lifetime of eight hours imposed by the proposed enhancement (or any
value less than that setup by a system administrator). In this case, an attacker can launch a
MITM attack against the connection between the initiator and the responder as described
in Section 6.2. If the master key is not used, the initiator and the responder will compute
the new preshared key after the end of the compromised session based on the Diffie–
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Hellman shared secret and the SKEYID a value that are shared with the attacker not
between them. At the same time, the attacker can compute the new preshared key in the
same way since he/she knows the parameters that are used in the computation. Therefore,
the attacker needs to compromise only one preshared key before he/she can generate
all future preshared keys and compromise all subsequent communications between the
initiator and the responder.
For this reason the master key is used. Assuming in the worst case that a preshared
key might be compromised during the life time of a session (maximum of eight hours),
the attacker will be only able to compromise information exchanged in the current session
only. By the end of this session, a new preshared key will be in place for the use of the
next phase one session. This new preshared key is generated by a secret known only to
the initiator and the responder (the master key). Therefore, the attacker will not get the
new preshared key based on compromising the current one, and he/she has to start the
attacking process against the new preshared key again in order to compromise the new
session.
The master key is setup the first time a preshared key is setup. This master key is
used again and again in the computation of the preshared key. It is hashed with the
negotiated hash function, and the resulting hash value is concatenated with the current
Diffie–Hellman shared secret to form a message whose HMAC value is computed using
the SKEYID a value as the key for that HMAC operation. That is, the new preshared
key=HMAC(SKEYID a, Diffie–Hellman shared secret | hash(master key)), where | is the
concatenation operation.
The method of generating the new preshared key is not different whether using the
Main Mode or the Aggressive Mode in the phase one exchange. Generating the preshared
key is supported in both modes in the same way. The length of the generated preshared
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key depends on the output length hash function used. For example, it is 20 bytes if the
SHA-1 algorithm is used. However, the minimum length generated is 16 bytes when
MD5 is used.
There is no security risk in using the master key over and over in the new preshared
key generation since neither the master key itself nor any data directly related to it is
exchanged in any part of the communication. To add more security to the master key,
its hash value, using the negotiated hash function, is used in the computation of the new
preshared key. Furthermore, this master key can be changed according to some policy set
between the initiator and the responder to insure even more security.
7.5 New Preshared Key Synchronization
In order for the proposed enhancement to work correctly, we must insure that the initiator
and the responder do not go out of synchronization in terms of the preshared key. The
generation and the updating of the preshared key must be done consistently in a correct
and timely fashion at both peers. Otherwise, the generated preshared keys in the initiator
and the responder might be different.
The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [2] is used to insure synchronous key up-
dating. It provides a reliable, connection-oriented, byte stream, transport layer service.
Reliability is the main feature of TCP that makes it a straight forward candidate for im-
plementing the proposed enhancement. In general, TCP sets a timeout anytime it sends
data, retransmits data if it is lost, acknowledges data received by the other end, and re-
orders out-of-order data. This insures that data received by the other end is free of errors
and in the correct order or the connection times out.
The deployment of the new preshared key is a two–step process. The key must be
generated. Then the old preshared key (the one currently used) must be replaced (updated)
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with the new generated preshared key. Key generation is explained in Section 7.4. In this
section we describe how the update process of the preshared key happens in order to keep
the preshared keys synchronized at both ends of the communication. Preshared keys are
saved in local files. Refer to Section 7.6 for discussion about securing these files from
unauthorized access.
Generation of the preshared key is not started until after one endpoint authenticates
the other endpoint. Otherwise, a denial of service attack is possible. An attacker sending
many bogus IKE messages will force an endpoint to update its preshared key. When
these messages fail the authentication, the endpoint has to recover from that by resetting
the preshared key to the old value that was used before the updating process occurred.
This consumes the processing power of the endpoint and prevents it from doing other
useful work. This attack can be avoided if generating and updating of the preshared key
happens after the authentication succeeds.
7.5.1 Aggressive Mode Synchronization
Generating and updating the preshared key in the Aggressive Mode (see Figure 5.5) starts
after the initiator authenticates the responder in the second message. As a result, the
initiator computes the preshared key as explained in the Section 7.4. Furthermore, the
initiator updates the preshared key assuming that the phase one exchange will finish suc-
cessfully. This assumption is based on the increasing reliable services today’s networks
are providing. At the same time, the initiator retains the old preshared key to reset the
preshared key file in case the phase one exchange does not finish successfully or to use it
in case the two endpoints of the communications go out of synchronization in terms of the
preshared key. By sending the third message, the initiator informs the responder that it
has updated its preshared. It waits for that message to be acknowledged by the responder.
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If the responder did, it means that the message has been received by the responder which
will generate and update its preshared key file.
If the message is not delivered to the responder or no acknowledgment is received
back from the responder (after some number of retransmissions from the initiator side),
the TCP protocol on the initiator’s side will time out and report that the responder is not
reachable. Since the responder does not update its preshared key because of the loss of
the third message, the initiator has to recover from updating its preshared key by resetting
the preshared key file with the old preshared key that was retained previously. This shows
the importance of implementing the proposed enhancement over the TCP protocol. It
provides a reliable transport service that can inform an entity whether a message has been
successfully transmitted or not.
In the rare case that the third message reached the responder and got acknowledged,
but the responder crashed before updating its preshared key, the next phase one exchange
between the initiator and the responder will fail because they are using different preshared
keys. The initiator uses the newly generated preshared key while the responder uses the
old preshared key because it was not physically written to the disk.
Instead of reporting that directly to the system administrators to set up a new preshared
key manually, which might take a while and requires the intervention of humans, the
initiator reinitiates the phase one exchange using the retained (old) preshared key. This
key is the same at both endpoints of the communication because it was used in a successful
authentication in the previous phase one exchange. Therefore, there is a great chance that
the exchange succeeds in this time. At this point, a new preshared key is generated and
updated in the same way described above. However, if the authentication process fails
again, then there is a good reason to get the system administrators involved in setting a
new preshared key between the initiator and the responder.
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Trying to authenticate the phase one exchange again using the retained (old) preshared
key must happen only once and within a very short duration (seconds) from the failure
of the first try of the phase one exchange so that an attacker does not benefit from having
two consecutive phase one exchange using the same preshared key. Note that this solution
requires the most recent preshared key to be saved in addition to the newly generated
preshared key. See Section 7.6 for the security of the files containing these keys.
The loss of the first message in the Aggressive Mode is recovered from easily. All it
needs is to reinitiate the connection again since the preshared key has not been generated
or updated at this point. Likewise, the loss of the second message can be recovered from
in the same way and the two peers will not be brought out of synchronization in terms of
the preshared key. However, if the loss of the second message is a result of an attacker
intercepting the message and forbidding it from reaching the initiator, he/she might benefit
from that.
The attacker can launch an off–line dictionary or brute–force attack against the pre-
shared key in the same way described in Section 6.2 by intercepting the second message.
During that time, the initiator and the responder might try to reconnect again using the
same preshared key the attacker is trying to compromise. If they succeed before the key
is compromised, the attacker will not benefit from trying to compromise the preshared
key because by the end of the session a new preshared key will be in place to be used in
the next session. However, if the attacker keeps forbidding the initiator and the responder
from completing the phase one authentication until the preshared key is compromised,
he/she can launch the MITM attack after the key is compromised as described in Sec-
tion 6.2 . However, in this case the attacker will have access only to the information
exchanged in this session and will not be able to compromise future connections using
the compromised preshared key since by the end of the current session a new preshared
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key will be in place that the attacker can not compute (see Section 7.4 for more details).
Note that in this case (a successful MITM attack) the initiator and the responder will
go out of synchronization. The computed preshared keys at both ends will be differ-
ent since the Diffie–Hellman shared keys used in the computation are not the same (the
initiator shares a Diffie–Hellman shared key with the attacker that is different from the
Diffie-Hellman shared key between the attacker and the responder). The next phase one
between the initiator and the responder will fail, and that would be reported to the system
administrators to take action (most probably resetting the preshared key manually).
A simple solution to prevent this situation and forbid an attacker from having access
even to one session can be enforced. Note that the time it takes to compromise the pre-
shared key is not usually short. During that time the initiator and the responder will try
many times to establish a connection. If the connection fails a certain number of times
successively, for example 10 times, the initiator reports that to the system administrators
who should become suspicious and most probably need to establish a new preshared key
with the responder manually. This way, we do not give the attacker the chance to com-
promise the preshared key and launch the MITM attack against the connection because
the key being compromised is useless after the system administrators update their keys.
7.5.2 Main Mode Synchronization
The loss of the four first messages in the Main Mode (see Figure 5.4) can be easily re-
covered from. These messages do not trigger generating or updating the preshared key at
either endpoint of the communication. Therefore, it is just a matter of retrying the con-
nection when one of these four message is lost. Recall that when a message is lost or not
acknowledged in the TCP protocol, the connection terminates. Thus, the connection has
to be reinitiated again to establish a connection.
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However, if the loss of the fourth message is caused by an attacker who is trying to
apply the attack described in Section 6.3, he/she might succeed if the initiator and the
responder could not establish the connection for a time longer than the one needed to
compromise the preshared key. The attacker can enforce this situation by forbidding the
connection establishment between the initiator and the responder as long as the preshared
key has not been compromised. Once the key is compromised, the attacker permits the
fourth message, and all other messages, to finish in order to apply the MITM attack de-
scribed in Section 6.3.
A possible remedy for this situation is to warn the system administrators after fail-
ing to establish the connection for a predefined number of times successively, say 10
times. The system administrators should act upon this warning by behaving conserva-
tively through resetting the preshared key between the initiator and the responder. The
time it takes to try reconnecting a predefined number of times is much shorter that the
times it takes to compromise a preshared key. Therefore, the attacker will not benefit
from compromising the preshared key. In the worst case, the attacker will be able to com-
promise only one session if he compromised the key before the system administrators
reset the preshared key. Future communications will be protected by new preshared keys
as described in Section 7.4 and Section 7.5.1.
Generating and updating the preshared key in the Main Mode starts at the responder
after receiving the fifth message. This message is supposed to authenticate the initiator
to the responder. If the message fails to get to the responder, the initiator will retransmit
it until it gets to the responder or until the connection times out. If the connection times
out, the phase one exchange starts from the beginning with no risk of bringing the two
endpoints out of synchronization since the new preshared key has not been generated or
updated yet at either side of the communication.
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If the fifth message reaches the responder and passes the authentication, the responder
generates a new preshared key as explained in the Section 7.4, updates its preshared key
file, and retains the old preshared key for recovery purposes. Then, it sends the sixth
message to the initiator. If the message fails to get to the initiator, the responder keeps
retransmitting it until it is received or until the connection times out. If the connection
times out, the responder recovers by using the retained (old) preshared key to reset its
preshared key file and exits. If the message reaches the initiator, the initiator generates
the new preshared key and updates its preshared key file.
In the rare case that the initiator crashes before it updates its preshared key file, the
two peers will be out of synchronization. When the two peers try to establish a con-
nection after that, the authentication will fail. A similar solution to the one described in
Section 7.5.1 can be used. The initiator reinitiates the phase one exchange using the re-
tained (old) preshared key. There is a good chance that the exchange finishes successfully
this time because the old preshared key was successfully used in the previous phase one
exchange. If it does, a new preshared key is generated and the two endpoints are brought
to synchronization again. However, if the phase one exchange fails again, it is reported to
the system administrators. They will probably need to reset the preshared key manually
before the connection can be successfully established.
7.6 Securing the Key Files
Local files at each endpoint of the communication are used to save the values of the old
preshared key, the newly generated preshared key, and the master key. The old preshared
key is used in authenticating the endpoints and bringing them to a synchronized state in
terms of the preshared key is for some reason they become unsynchronized.
The new preshared key is used to authenticate the next phase one exchange. It is
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generated and updated after the end of the current phase one authentication. The master
key is shared only between the initiator and the responder. It is used to insure that the
newly generated preshared key can be computed only by the initiator and the responder
(see Section 7.4 for more information about the master key).
It is assumed during this dissertation that the files that contain these key are protected
from unauthorized access. The keys are very sensitive data and must be protected. Other-
wise, an attacker does need to launch any sort of off–line (or brute–force) attacks in order
to compromise the keys. If an attacker can gain access to these keys, he/she can apply the
MITM attack described in Section 6.2 easily. Therefore, compromising all connections
between the initiator and the responder becomes easy and effortless.
Therefore, the contents of these files must be protected independently of the protocol
or the environment they are using in. The files might be encoded in some way such that
even if an attacker gains access to their contents, he/she benefits little, if any. For example,
system administrator’s public/privae strong encryption keys can be used to encrypt the
contents of the files on each system to keep attackers from getting the preshared key even
on a public system.
7.7 Compatibility With the Original IKE Protocol
The proposed enhancement is not compatible with the original IKE protocol version 1.0.
Peers which implement the enhanced version of the IKE protocol (the proposed enhance-
ment) will need to take a different version number than the one currently used in the IKE
protocol. It might take the version number of 1.1. However, it is likely that there will be a
transition period in which some implementations will want to support both versions in the
future. This section explains a way that can be used for the two versions to work together.
Whenever an endpoint receives an offer to use version number x of the IKE protocol,
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it means for the receiver that the sender supports all previous versions of the protocol up
to x. For example, when an initiator offers version 1.1 to a responder, the responder can
choose either version 1.0 or version 1.1 since both are supposed to be supported by the
initiator.
When the initiator negotiates the security parameters with the responder during the
transition period, it offers the responder the highest version number of the IKE protocol
it can support. Suppose the initiator offers version 1.1. When the responder receives that
offer, it checks the version number to see whether it supports it or not. If it does support
the enhanced version of the IKE protocol (version 1.1), it replies with that version number
in the SA reply. This tells the initiator that the responder supports the enhanced version.
Therefore, both peers will use the enhanced version of the IKE in their negotiation and
will generate a new preshared key for use after the current session finishes.
If the responder supports only version 1.0 of the IKE protocol, it will reply with that
version in the SA payload sent back to the initiator. In this case, the initiator knows that
the responder supports only version 1.0. Therefore, the initiator will not generate a new
preshared key even if it can do that since the other peer can not. If the initiator supports
only version 1.0 of the IKE, the responder has no choice but to use that version even if it
supports version 1.1.
The ability to support both versions of the IKE protocol, the original IKE protocol and
the proposed enhancement, might open a possibility for an attacker to defeat the security
gain of the proposed enhancement. An attacker can force the communicating peers to
scale down to use the original IKE protocol even though both peers support the enhanced
version. This is explained in Section 7.8.
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7.8 Security Analysis of the Proposed Enhancement
In order for an attacker to compromise an IPsec connection, the SKEYID–based secrets
and the Diffie–Hellman shared secret must be compromised. These secrets can be com-
promised in the original IKE protocol using a two–step attacking process. Each step must
take place in a separate phase one exchange. That is, two separate phase one exchanges
are needed for the attack to succeed. In the first phase one exchange an attacker compro-
mises the preshared key through a brute–force or off–line dictionary attack. In the second
phase one exchange the attacker compromises the Diffie–Hellman shared secret through
the MITM attack (see Section 6.2 and Section 6.3 for the attack procedure). This two–
step attack is successful because the same preshared key that is used in the first phase one
exchange is used again in the second phase one exchange. In fact, the preshared key in
the original IKE standard is used over and over in every phase one exchange.
This situation can never happen when the proposed enhancement is used at both ends
of the communication since a new preshared key is used each time a phase one exchange
is initiated (assuming the previous phase one session finishes successfully). Even if an
attacker is able to compromise the currently used preshared key using an off–line dictio-
nary or brute–force attack, this key is useless after the current phase one exchange fin-
ishes. When the next phase one exchange starts, which the attacker is waiting to launch a
MITM attack, a new preshared key and totally new SKEYID–based secrets and a Diffie–
Hellman secret are in place. Therefore, the attacker is unable to utilize the compromised
key for authenticating him/herself to the initiator or the responder in the next phase one
exchange to gain access to restricted data.
Furthermore, the way the new preshared key is generated guarantees that if an attacker
compromises the preshared key of a phase one exchange, he/she will not be able to predict
the new preshared key that will be used in the next exchange due to the use of a master
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key in generating the new preshared keys. The master key is only known for the initiator
and the responder of the communication.
In addition, if the current phase one exchange was forced not to finish successfully
(see Section 7.5 and Section 7.7 for possible cases), a new preshared key will not be gen-
erated, and the communicating peers will use the old preshared key for the next phase
one exchange. This situation might benefit the attacker since two consecutive phase one
exchanges use the same preshared key in communicating. However, the time between a
phase one exchange fails to finish and another one starts is usually very short. It is very
unlikely that an attacker is able to compromise the preshared key in that short time. How-
ever, in the worst case, if an attacker is lucky and compromises the preshared key before
the next phase one exchange begins, the attacker might be able to apply the two–step
attacking process. However, in that case the attacker will have access only to the infor-
mation exchanged during that session under the protection of compromised key. He/She
will not be able to compromise future sessions as new preshared keys will be in place for
each future session that can not be computed by the attacker.
The proposed enhancement provides a solution to disallow the attacker from even
having access to only one session worth of information. It limits the number of incom-
plete (unsuccessful) phase one exchanges a peer might experience. After a predefined
number of incomplete phase one exchanges takes place, for example 5 times, the pro-
posed enhancement suspects that this failure is due to an attacker trying to compromise
the preshared key. Therefore, it stops phase one exchange initiation and informs the sys-
tem administrator to take action. Most probably the system administrators will reset the
preshared keys. This solution is discussed in the Section 7.5 and the Section 7.7.
In order for the proposed enhancement to be backward compatible with the original
IKE protocol, a transition period in which both versions of the IKE protocol can commu-
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nicate successfully with each other is required. However, during that period an attacker
might force the communicating peers to scale down to use the original IKE version. This
might help the attacker in compromising the connection since enforcing the peers to use
the original IKE protocol will result in using the same preshared key over and over in the
authentication process. So, the attacker will need to compromise that key once and keep
enforcing the two peers to use the IKE original protocol (version 1.0) to compromise all
future communication.
Suppose that the initiator offers to use the enhanced version of the IKE protocol, and
suppose that the responder replied that it can also use the enhanced version. An attack can
be launched as follows: the attacker intercepts the SA reply being sent from the responder
to the initiator. The SA indicates that the responder can use the enhanced version (version
1.1) of the IKE protocol. However, the attacker modifies the reply to indicate the original
IKE protocol (version 1.0) and sends the SA reply to the initiator. Consequently, the
initiator and the responder scale down to communicate through the original IKE protocol
even though they can use the enhanced, more secure IKE version. Neither the initiator
nor the responder will be aware of such attack. This is caused by the definition of the
authenticating hashes, HASH-I and HASH-R, which do not authenticate (include) the
responder’s SA reply in their calculations.
A possible solution for this problem can be achieved by including the SA reply of the
responder in the calculation of the authenticating hashes, HASH-I and HASH-R. There-
fore, after receiving the initiator’s authenticating hash, the responder can check whether
the initiator received the correct SA reply. If not, it can abort the protocol. Recall that the
initiator’s SA offer is already included in calculating the authentication hashes. Therefore,
an attacker can not modify the initiator’s offer to indicate version 1.0 instead of version
1.1 without being caught by the communicating peers. The rationale of this solution is
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explained more in Zhou’s paper [52] ”Further analysis of the Internet key exchange pro-
tocol.” If this solution is not adopted, the proposed enhancement will not provide a lower
level of security than the existing IKE version. In the worst case, if an attacker forced the
communicating peers to scale down the IKE version, the security level provided in this
case will be equivalent to what currently exists. Hence, from a security point of view, this
limitation does not create a security level worse than the original IKE protocol security
level. Furthermore, this problem exists only as long as both versions of the protocol is
supported. When all peers are updated to use the enhanced version of the IKE protocol,
the attacker can not apply this attack.
Finally, if an attacker tries to compromise the connection without applying the two–
step attacking process described in Section 6.2 and Section 6.3, he/she has to guess the
currently used preshared key and Diffie–Hellman secret gir in the current session. How-
ever, he/she has to do so within the lifetime frame of that session (maximum of eight
hours). Since gir is a large number (usually 1024 bits in length) and the preshared key
is a number of 160 bits (depending on the hash function output length) the probability
of guessing the preshared key and gir is less than 1
21024
× 1
2160
. That is, the attacker has
to try 2(1024+160)
2
possible values on average within the eight hours limit. This is com-
putationally infeasible even with very high processing power machines. Therefore, it is
computationally infeasible for an attacker to compromise the connection within the al-
lotted time frame. Furthermore, the probability of guessing the preshared key and the
Diffie–Hellman secret can be made smaller in the proposed enhancement by using a hash
function or Diffie–Hellman key with longer outputs. For example, if the SHA–512 hash
algorithm and a 2048 Diffie–Hellman key are used, the probability of guessing the pre-
shared key and gir becomes less than 1
22048
× 1
2512
.
In addition the security level of the proposed enhancement can be made higher, even
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without extending the key lengths, by limiting the lifetime of a phase one session. Instead
of using the default lifetime value of eight hours, a suspicious user can reinitiate the
phase one exchange at any time forcing the use of a new preshared key, a new Diffie–
Hellman secret, and totally new SKEYID–based secrets. In this case the attacker is faced
with shorter time during which he/she must compromise the keys. Thus, the proposed
enhancement works and provides a higher level of security than the current IKE standard
for the preshared key method of authentication.
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Chapter 8
Design and Implementation of the
Proposed Enhancement
8.1 Design Overview
This chapter describes the design and implementation of a replacement module for the
IKE phase one communication protocol. The module demonstrates the viability of the
proposed enhancement. It exchanges actual IKE phase one messages and goes through the
normal process of IKE preshared key authentication method. By the end of the exchange,
a new preshared key is generated that is used in the next phase one session.
The module is not an application by itself. It replaces part of the IKE phase one
communication to obtain a higher degree of security. Assuming that we have an exist-
ing application that is utilizing the IKE and IPsec protocols to protect its data, we are
only refining the part of the IKE protocol that deals with the preshared key authentica-
tion method by replacing it with the module described in this chapter. This generates a
new IKE phase one protocol with a higher level of security, but without requiring any
code or behavior changes from the applications that depends on IPsec protocols to protect
their communications. Figure 8.1 shows an overall picture of the proposed enhancement
module compared to the other components. The replacement module sends and receives
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Figure 8.1: Position of the Replacement Module
phase one IKE messages through a traditional Client/Server model. The client represents
the initiator’s side of the protocol, and the server represents the responder’s side. Basi-
cally, each side composes a message, sends it, and waits for a reply from the other side.
The next sections explain the design and implementation of the module in more detail.
8.2 Design Requirements and Criteria
The design of the replacement module that implements the proposed enhancement sup-
ports the following characteristics. First, it must work with both modes of operation of the
IKE phase one using the preshared key authentication method. The preshared key itself
is saved in a local file on each side and must be protected from being accessed by unau-
thorized entities. Otherwise, the preshared key might be easily compromised. Supporting
both modes of the phase one exchange aims to provide practical evidence that the pro-
posed modification is applicable in each mode and is not tied to a specific one. Therefore,
the security level of both modes can be elevated after replacing the original IKE phase
one preshared key authentication method with the proposed enhancement module.
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Second, the module must work transparently. Except when setting up the preshared
key for the first time, the new preshared key is generated automatically each time a session
of the phase one exchange ends. Neither the generation nor the setup of the new preshared
key require the intervention of end users or system administrators. It is handled by the
proposed enhancement software implementation , which will be part of the IKE protocol
after being adapted.
Third, the design must have minimum impact on the current architecture of the IKE
protocol so that it can be easily adapted and integrated, without significant code change,
to current implementations. Therefore, the current architecture of the IKE protocol [6] is
considered in designing the application. Furthermore, the design avoids introducing new
messages or payload types. The same number of messages in each phase one mode is
used with the same data and format as described in RFC 2408 [31].
Fourth, the generation of the new preshared key needs to be effective and securely
accomplished without exchanging any extra data between the peers. It is necessary to
have the minimum impact on the performance of the phase one exchange when produc-
ing a new preshared key. This is important to make the proposed enhancement scalable.
Therefore, the new preshared key is the output of a hash function operation. Hash func-
tion operations are known to be very fast. Besides that, different hash functions produce
different output lengths. As a result, the generated preshared keys can be of different
lengths, which satisfies the requirements of different security policies.
Fifth, the proposed enhancement implementation must not create a deadlock situa-
tion. By deadlock we mean that a session between the initiator and the responder is never
established because the preshared keys are different on both sides of the communication.
This might be a result of unsynchronized key update between the communicating end-
points. Therefore, the programming module that implements the proposed enhancement
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is designed to run over the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) instead of the User Data-
gram Protocol (UDP). Most of the current IKE implementations run over UDP. However,
according to the IKE specification, TCP can be used to transmit IKE messages. In RFC
2408 [31], it is stated in Section 2.5.1 that ISAKMP, the protocol on which IKE messages
are based, can be implemented over any transport protocol.
The requirement to have a deadlock free environment suggests the use of TCP for
phase one exchange. If UDP is used instead, it is always possible that the final message of
the exchange is lost. For example, if the third message is lost in the Aggressive Mode (see
Figure 5.5), the initiator will update its preshared key file with the generated preshared
key. However, if this message is lost, the responder will never receive this message and
assume the communication is not successful and hence retain the old preshared key. In
this case the two peers will have different preshared keys and subsequent authentications
will never succeed unless the preshared keys are reset.
By running the phase one exchange over TCP, reliability is added to the phase one
exchange to prohibit such a scenario (see Section 7.5 for complete discussion of the
rationale of using TCP). However, if UDP is still needed to be used, the implementer
must take care of the transmission reliability. Every message must be acknowledged
and retransmitted in case of errors. This requires the sender to keep a copy of each
message for retransmission purposes until it is acknowledged. In addition, messages must
be received in the right order. This requires the sender to append a sequence number in
some way to each message in order to know which is being successfully sent and which is
not. Moreover, the receiver must acknowledge every message received. Therefore, more
messages are exchanged to avoid deadlock in UDP than in TCP.
Finally, the design must not allow the peers to go out of synchronization in terms
of the preshared key. Therefore, updating the preshared key file with the new preshared
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key in one peer is not done until after the other peer is authenticated. Otherwise, an
attacker could bring the two peers out of synchronization by forcing either peer to update
its preshared key file before authentication is confirmed. Moreover, an attacker could
apply a denial of service attack if the new preshared key is generated before the other party
is authenticated. An attacker can send millions of bogus requests that would consume the
target’s processing power and prevent it from doing other useful work. These requests
force the target machine to generate new preshared keys, update the preshared key file,
and recover from that situation by resetting the preshared key file. Therefore, this requires
the update of the preshared key file to be started by the initiator after the second message
in the Aggressive Mode and by the responder after the fifth message in the Main Mode.
The process of preshared key update occurs as follows: in the Aggressive Mode the
initiator updates its preshared key file with the new preshared key before sending the third
message. At the same time, the initiator retains the old preshared key to be used if the
initiator and responder are out of synchronization for some reason. When the responder
receives the third message, it updates its preshared key file with the new preshared key
and retains the old preshared key . For the Main Mode, the update process starts at the
responder after receiving the fifth message. It updates its preshared key file with the new
preshared key, retains the old preshared key, and sends the sixth message to the initiator.
at that point the initiator updates its preshared key file with the new preshared key file and
retains the old preshared key file.
The reason for retaining the old preshared key file is to recover from unsynchronized
preshared keys between the initiator and the responder. If for some reason the two peers
are out of synchronization (one peer might crash in the middle of updating its preshared
key file), the preshared keys at the endpoints will be different and they will not be able
to connect successfully. Instead of notifying the system administrators to set up a new
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preshared key manually, which might take a while and requires the intervention of hu-
mans, the two peers restore the preshared key files using the old preshared key. This key
is the same in both machines because it was used in a successful authentication in the
previous communication. The restore process along with a complete discussion about the
synchronization issue is found in the Section 7.5.
8.3 Supported Cryptographic Parameters
The replacement module which implements the functionality of the proposed enhance-
ment supports two encryption algorithms. One is the Data Encryption Standard (DES).
The other is the Triple DES (3DES). Two hash algorithms, SHA–1 and MD5, are sup-
ported also. Moreover, the application supports two Diffie–Hellman groups. Diffie-
Hellman groups are used to determine the length of the base prime numbers used during
the key exchange process. Group 1 provides 768 bits of keying strength, Group 2 provides
1024 bits. The replacement module is also designed to accommodate other encryption
and hashing algorithms with minimum effort. For example, encryption algorithms such
as AES can be easily supported in the replacement module by including a system call to
the AES library code. Similarly, different hash functions with different lengths, such as
SHA–256 and SHA–512, are easily integrated into the replacement module in the same
way. In addition, more Diffie–Hellman groups can be supported to provide more key
strength if desired. Therefore, the application might be used as a testing bed for integrat-
ing more algorithms and options, and to test the functionality and the correctness of the
proposed enhancement using more security algorithms.
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8.4 The Initiator Design
The Initiator design follows the requirements described in Section 8.2. Moreover, the
design is subdivided into two main parts based on the exchange mode. This helps in
achieving a design that can be easily tested, debugged, traced for errors, modified, and
maintained. Part one deals with the design of the Main Mode exchange, and part two
deals with the design of the Aggressive Mode exchange. Furthermore, each part is divided
into different stages according to the number of messages exchanged. For example, the
Main Mode module is implemented in six stages, each corresponding to one of the mes-
sages exchanged in this mode, while the Aggressive Mode module part is implemented
in three stages. Regardless of the mode used, each stage is comprised of two main tasks
(functions):
1. Create the appropriate message with the right format and send it to the responder.
2. Receive the reply of the corresponding message, verify, decode, and process its
content.
A Finite State Machine (FSM) is used to describe the states of the initiator’s de-
sign [53]. The FSM is developed by following the sending and receiving of the messages
exchanged. However, since phase one of the IKE protocol can be archived through the
Aggressive Mode or the Main Mode, a separate FSM is required for each mode. Fig-
ure 8.2 depicts the FSMs of the Main Mode and the Aggressive Mode in the IKE phase
one communication.
In the Main Mode FSM, the initiator starts in the Init state. When it creates and
sends the first message, it moves to the next state in which it waits for a reply for that
message. If a reply is received and passes the verification process, the initiator moves to
the key exchange (KE) state. In this state, the KE and Nonce payloads are built and sent.
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Figure 8.2: Initiator’s Finite State Machine in IKE Phase One
When the message which contains them is sent, the initiator moves to the wait for KE
reply state. In this state the initiators waits for a message containing the KE and Nonce
payloads of the responder. If the message is received and passes the verification process,
the initiator moves to the Auth. state. In this state the authenticating hashes are computed
and added to the ID payload to form a message that is sent to the responder. After sending
the message, the initiator move to the wait for Auth. reply state expecting a reply for the
authentication message. If the reply is received and verified, the initiator updates its
preshared key file and finishes the phase one exchange. Note that in the FSMs, details
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of unexpected messages or errors are left out until the discussion of the implementation
details. In addition, the details of generating the new preshared has been described in
Section 7.4.
The same description of the states applies to the Aggressive Mode FSM. The initiator
starts in the Init state. After sending the first message it moves to the wait for reply state,
in which a reply for the sent message and the authenticating hash of the responder is
expected. When received and verified, the initiator updates its preshared key file, prepares
its authenticating hash, and moves to the start authentication state. After sending its
authenticating hash, the initiator exits and finishes phase one.
8.5 The Responder Design
The responder is represented by the server side of the application. It is designed following
the design requirement described in Section 8.2. Moreover, a FSM similar to the initia-
tor’s FSM describes the responder’s design architecture [53]. Similar to the initiator’s
design, the responder is divided into two main parts. One represents the Main Mode, and
one represents the Aggressive Mode. Each part is implemented in a number of stages
according to the number of messages required to finish each mode. In each stage, the
responder waits for a request from the initiator. When this happens, it processes the re-
quest and sends the appropriate reply to the initiator. Figure 8.3 depicts the FSM of the
responder in the IKE phase one communication.
In the Main Mode FSM the responder starts in a waiting state called wait for a request.
It waits for the initiators to establish a connection. If the request is received, the responder
moves to a processing state, called process proposal, in which the request is verified,
decoded, and processed accordingly. After a reply is sent for the request the responder
moves to the wait for KE exchange state. In this waiting state, the key exchange and nonce
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Figure 8.3: Responder’s Finite State Machine in IKE phase One
payloads of the initiator are expected. The responder keeps waiting for these payloads
until they are received, at which time it moves to the next state, process KE data, to
process them. In this state, the responder creates its nonce and key exchange payloads
and sends them back to the initiator. By doing so, the responder moves to the next state,
wait for auth. data, waiting for the initiator’s authentication and identification payloads.
When received, the responder processes them in the process auth. data state. In this state
the responder updates its preshared key file, sends its authentication and identification
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payloads to the initiator, and finishes the phase one exchange.
Because the Aggressive Mode finishes phase one exchange with a fewer messages, it
is represented by fewer states in Figure 8.3(b). In this mode, the responder waits for the
initiator’s request in the wait for a request state. The initiator’s request contains the pro-
posal, key exchange, nonce, and identification payloads. The reception of this message
moves the responder to the process proposal and KE data state. In this state, the cor-
rectness of the received request is verified and an appropriate reply is sent to the initiator.
Sending the reply moves the responder to the wait for Auth. state, in which the responder
is waiting for the initiator’s authenticating hash. After the hash is received and processed,
the responder updates it preshared key file, finishes the exchange, and exits.
8.6 Implementation Overview
The FSM’s described above are followed to implement the IKE phase one proposed en-
hancement module. Details of how to compose and process each message of the IKE
phase one exchange are provided in the next sections. The proposed enhancement’s mod-
ule is implemented using the C programming language. It runs over the TCP protocol
and uses port 5500 to exchange the required messages. A user has control over the ini-
tiator and responder parts of the replacement mode using commandline arguments. The
arguments and defaults are discussed in Appendix A.
8.7 Related Work
There are some open source projects that implement the IKE protocol. Three widely
known implementations are the OpenBSD project (isakmpd), the Linux Free S/WAN
project (pluto), and the KAME project (Racoon) [54]. These projects implement the full
specifications of the IKE protocol described in RFC 2408 [31] and RFC 2409 [6]. They
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implement both phases of communication and all supported authentication methods.
Among the three projects, OpenBSD is the most up–to–date and generic implemen-
tation. Therefore, it is chosen for further analysis and study of the implementation code.
After more than a month of code analysis, it was difficult to extract some code of the
project that only implements the preshared key authentication method and reuse it in the
replacement module that implements the IKE preshared key authentication method pro-
posed enhancement. The OpenBSD code is huge and most of the time is undocumented
or barely documented. This makes it difficult to figure out what code does which authen-
tication method of the IKE protocol. Therefore, attention was shifted into looking for a
library code that can be utilized in building the application. Such a library exists and is
called the libike library. According to its implementation [55], libike is a C library that
allows its users to engage in IKE exchanges. It implements IKE exchanges and utilizes
a callback mechanism to delegate tasks of the actual packet transmission and security
policy management to the external code.
The library provides a clear interface and design. However, the implementation is
not complete. The responder’s functionality is not implemented. Furthermore, some
functions are simply a return statement with a note for users to implement them while
some are partially implemented. Therefore, the library is of limited usability. Despite
that, the library gives an excellent overview of what an IKE implementation might look
like. In fact, it provides an excellent reference example to the OpenSSL library [46].
OpenSSL is a full–strength general purpose cryptography library. It provides crypto-
graphic functionality to applications by implementing a wide range of standard crypto-
graphic algorithms such as DES, 3DES, MD5, and SHA–1. More about OpenSSL can
be found in its online documentation [47]. Based on the foregoing, the IKE phase one
replacement module is built from scratch using the OpenSSL library.
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8.8 Replacement Module Programming Structure
The replacement module is composed of several resource files that collectively build the
IKE preshared key authentication method code. In fact, the files are of two types: C
language source code files and header files. Three main header files are used in developing
the application code. The first file is common.h. It contains header files, constants, and
function prototypes required by and used in other files. The second file is const.h. This
file contains the Diffie–Hellman prime numbers that correspond to the group numbers
used in the IKE. These numbers are taken from RFC 2409 [6] and RFC 3526 [56]. The
third file is isakmp.h. It defines all the constants corresponding to the supported cipher
and hash algorithms. Moreover, it defines the supported payload and identification types
besides the header’s structure and format for all payload types.
The source code files are composed of four main files. The first one is the initiator.c
file. It defines all the necessary variables and uses various functions to implement the
functionality of the initiator part of the application. The second file, which implements
the responder’s functionality, is the responder.c file. The third file, crypt.c, is dedicated
for cryptography functions. It contains a collection of functions that implement different
services of cryptography: it implements the functions of encryption, decryption, hashing,
Diffie–Hellman key generation, and SKEYID secrets computations. Finally, the mes-
sage creation and processing functions are implemented in the file isakmp.c. This file
collects and implements all the functions that provide the Application Programming In-
terface (API) to create and process different ISAKMP phase one messages. It includes
functions that support both the Aggressive Mode and the Main Mode. Functions in this
file are named according to the mode used. For Aggressive mode the functions are
named aggressive createx and aggressive processx, where x is the number of the mes-
sage created or processed. Similarly, the Main Mode functions are called main createx
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and main processx. These functions are the core of the application. They are described
later.
8.9 Implementation Details of the Initiator
The main goal of the initiator is to request the establishment of a SA. Following the
initiator’s FSM that is described in Section 8.4, the initiator composes and processes
messages that lead to the establishment of the SA. Figure 8.4 shows the overall algorithm
of the initiator. Each part is described next.
8.9.1 First Message
The purpose of the first message is to negotiate SA parameters between the initiator and
the responder. Its contents depend on the mode used in the negotiation. In the Main
Mode, the message contains an ISAKMP header followed by a Security Association (SA).
In the Aggressive Mode, a key exchange (KE), nonce, and identification (ID) payloads
are added to that. The first message is created using the functions main create1 and
aggressive create1 for the Main Mode and the Aggressive Mode, respectively. Figure 8.5
shows the flowchart for creating the first message in both modes of operation.
Creation of the first message is the most difficult task. The initiator has to encode eight
different transforms in the offer sent to the responder. Recall that two cipher algorithms,
two hash algorithms, and two Diffie–Hellman groups are supported in this application.
Two approaches can be used to encode the transform payloads in the first message. The
first one is to build the payloads from top to bottom. This requires the transform payloads
to be chained in a linked list. The list must be traversed each time a transform payload
is added, and traversed back to update the length field of each upper transform payload
to reflect the new length of the lower payloads. This approach is difficult to implement
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Figure 8.4: Initiator’s Flowchart
and is not effective if many payloads are to be added. The other approach is to build the
message backward from bottom to top. The initiator builds the last payload first. In this
way the type and length of the current payload are in hand before building (adding) the
next payload. Thus, it becomes easier to set the ”next payload” and ”length” fields of the
next payload. This process continues up until the ISAKMP header is added.
The second approach is used to construct the SA payload in the first message. Fig-
ure 8.5 depicts the steps taken to do so. Part (a) of the figure shows the creation of the
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first message in the Main Mode, and part (b) shows the creation of the first message in the
Aggressive Mode.
Figure 8.5: Creation of the Initiator’s First Message
To have an easy–to–follow design, each step is achieved through a call to some func-
tion that is implemented in the application. In Figure 8.5(a) the function add trans builds
and adds a transform payload to a set of transforms. The function is called each time a
transform payload is to be added. A flag is set in the call to the function when adding all
payloads is finished in order for the function to finalize the process and return a pointer
to the constructed transform payload(s). The function make prop constructs a proposal
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payload. It takes the number of transform payloads constructed earlier along with their
lengths, assigns the corresponding fields in the proposal header, and returns a pointer to
the constructed header along with its total length. The make sa hdr function uses the
returned values from the make prop function to construct a SA header. The next payload
field of the SA header points to a proposal header and the length field is the total length
of the proposal header and the SA header. The final step in building the first message
is adding the ISAKMP header. This is accomplished by the function make isakmp hdr.
It sets the initiator’s cookie, exchange type, next payload type (SA in this case), and the
total length of the message. Cookies are 8–byte random numbers generated using the
RAND bytes() library function defined in the OpenSSL library. This function generates
strong pseudorandom numbers, which are difficult to be guessed or determined by an
attacker except by trying all possibilities (brute–force).
The same functions are used to build the first message in the Aggressive mode ex-
cept that the process starts with building different payloads. Following the bottom–up
approach, the identification payload is built first through the function make id. It sets the
ID data, type, and length in the ID header. The nonce payload is built next by the function
make nonce. Similar to the cookies, the nonce is a 20–byte random number generated
in the same way. The build ke function constructs a key exchange payload. The body of
the payload is filled with the Diffie–Hellman public value corresponding to the selected
group number. The remainder part of the message (the SA payload and ISAKMP header)
is constructed the same way as in the Main Mode. After finishing message one creation,
control goes back to the initiator to continue phase one exchange communication.
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8.9.2 Second Message
The initiator is concerned with processing, not creating, the second message. Creation of
the second message is done at the responder and is explained later (see Section 8.10.2).
The second message contains the responder’s reply to the initiator’s offer. In the Main
Mode, it contains the chosen SA parameters and the ISAKMP header. In addition to that,
it contains the responder’s KE, nonce, and ID data in the Aggressive Mode. Processing
the second message is done using the function main process2 and aggressive process2 in
the Main Mode and the Aggressive Mode, respectively. Figure 8.6 shows the required
steps to process the second message.
The processing in the Main Mode starts by verifying the received message for possible
errors. In fact, the verification process is the first step in processing all received messages.
The length of the received message is checked to see if it is valid. If the length is less
than the ISAKMP header size, the payload length of the message (message length −
ISAKMP header size) is less than ISAKMP header size, or there is no next payload,
the received message is too short to encode. Thus, the process exits with a suitable error
message. If the length is valid, the initiator’s cookie in the received message is verified
against the one that was sent in the first message. If they do not match, the process exits
with a suitable error message. If they match, the verification process continues to validate
the exchange type in the received message.
The “exchange type” field of the ISAKMP header in the received message must match
the mode that the initiator is expecting. If the initiator starts in the Aggressive Mode or the
Main Mode, the reply must be in the Aggressive Mode or the Main Mode, respectively.
Moreover, the next payload after the ISAKMP header must be a SA payload. Otherwise,
an error message is displayed before exiting the process. When verification is finished
successfully, the initiator goes to the next step, Process CKY–R, in which the responder
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Figure 8.6: Processing of the Initiator’s Second Message
cookie (CKY–R) is saved. The next step is to process the SA attributes. The initiator
verifies that there is one and only one transform payload in the reply. If not, a warning
message is displayed, and the initiator processes the first transform payload only, from
which the SA attributes that the responder has chosen is extracted. These attributes are
checked to see if they are supported by the initiator to make sure the responder has not
replied with an attribute that was not offered. If they are supported, processing of the
second message in the main Mode ends and control returns to the initiator to continue
phase one exchange communication.
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For the Aggressive Mode, the verification process is longer. However, it follows the
same procedure as described above in the Main Mode processing. It starts with verifying
the received message’s length, cookies, and SA attributes. After that, the initiator pro-
cesses the key exchange data. The public key of the responder is saved for later use when
the Diffie–Hellman shared secret is generated. Similarly, the responder’s nonce is saved to
be used later. The responder’s ID data and type is processed next and saved for later use.
The important step comes next. The initiator has to verify the responder’s authenticating
hash, HASH–R. It computes the shared Diffie–Hellman key, SKEYID, and SKEYID a
values. Then it computes the expected value of HASH–R. If this value matches what
is received in the message, the responder is authenticated. If not, an error message is
displayed before exiting.
At this stage the initiator is ready to generate and update its preshared key in the
Aggressive Mode. If the responder’s authenticating hash passes the verification process,
the initiator generates a new preshared key, updates the preshared key file, and retains the
old preshared key to recover from an unsynchronized situation in case the preshared key
update process does not finish successfully. Then, the initiator sends the third message to
the responder.
8.9.3 Third Message
This is the last common message between the Aggressive Mode and the Main Mode in
the phase one exchange. After that, all the messages are for the Main Mode only since
there is no message after the third one in the Aggressive Mode.
Generating the third message is easy in both modes of operation of the phase one
exchange. Figure 8.7 shows the steps necessary to build the third message by the initiator.
The functions main create3 and aggressive create3 are responsible for creating the third
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message in the Main Mode and the Aggressive Mode, respectively.
In the Main Mode, the initiator simply builds its nonce payload using the function
make nonce. The nonce is a 20–byte strong random number. Next, the make ke function
Figure 8.7: Creation of the Initiator’s Third Message
builds the key exchange payload. It generates the Diffie–Hellman value that corresponds
to the negotiated group number. Finally, the ISAKMP header is added to form the Main
Mode third message. In the Aggressive Mode the process is different. The third mes-
sage is encrypted and contains the initiator’s authenticating hash. The authenticating hash
value is computed first using the function compute hashi then the hash payload is con-
structed using the function make hash. Before the ISAKMP header is added, the hash
payload is encrypted in the Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) mode (see Section 2.3.1.2)
using the SKEYID e key and the negotiated cipher algorithm. This is done using the
do encrypt function.
Among other parameters, the do encrypt function requires an encryption key and an
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initialization vector (IV). The computation of encryption key is dependent on the cipher
algorithm negotiated. In RFC 2409 [6] it is stated that the encryption key for the DES
algorithm is the first 8 bytes of the base encryption key (SKEYID e). However, For the
3DES algorithm it is the first 24 bytes. Since the SKEYID e is either 16 or 20 bytes (de-
pending on the negotiated hash algorithm), it needs to be extended. Assuming K is the
required encryption key, | denotes concatenation, and 0 is a one–octet representation of
zero:
K = K1 |K2 |K3, where
K1 = hash(SKEY ID e, 0),
K2 = hash(SKEY ID e,K1), and
K3 = hash(SKEY ID e,K2).
For 3DES it is enough to compute K1 and K2 and get the first 24 bytes. The IV is
the result of hashing the initiator’s and responder’s Diffie–Hellman public keys. Since
only eight bytes are needed in either DES or 3DES, the IV is the first eight bytes of the
resulting hash. After the hash payload is encrypted, the ISAKMP header is added with
the encryption flag is set in the header to indicate that the message is encrypted.
8.9.4 Fourth Message
The fourth message is applicable only in the Main Mode. Processing the message starts
at the initiator’s side by the verification process. The message’s length, exchange type,
and cookies are all verified. If verified successfully, the responder’s public key and nonce
are extracted and saved by processing the key exchange and nonce payloads, respectively.
Actually, processing the fourth message is similar to processing the last part of the second
message of the Aggressive Mode (see Section 8.9.2).
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8.9.5 Fifth Message
The fifth message contains the initiator’s authenticating hash, HASH–I, and ID. Before
constructing the message, the initiator must compute the Diffie–Hellman shared key, the
SKEYID–based secrets, the initialization vector, and the encryption key. Then, the initia-
tor’s authenticating hash value (HASH–I) is computed using the function compute hashi
in the same way it is computed in the Aggressive Mode third message. This value is sent
to the make hash function to construct the initiator’s hash payload. In fact, it is the body
of the payload. ID payload is constructed next using the function make id. The payload
carries the IP address of the initiator as an identifier.
Recall that the fifth message is encrypted. Therefore, the part consisting of the hash
and ID payloads is encrypted next. The encryption function returns a pointer to the en-
crypted data along with its length. The length of the returned data might be different from
the length of the data that was encrypted due to padding bytes that are added to the data
before encryption. This is the length that is added to the ISAKMP header length to form
the message’s total length. The ISAKMP header, with the encryption bit is set, is added
to the encrypted data to make the fifth message. Figure 8.8 shows the steps required to
create the fifth message in The Main Mode.
8.9.6 Sixth Message
The sixth message is the last message in the exchange. It contains the responder’s hash
and ID payloads. Processing steps are shown in Figure 8.9.
The first step is the verification process. Besides the length, exchange type, and cook-
ies verification, the encryption flag in the ISAKMP header is verified also since the mes-
sage is expected to be encrypted. If it is not set, an error message is displayed before
exiting. The next step is to decrypt the received message to recover the responder’s ID
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Figure 8.8: Creation of the Initiator’s Fifth Message in the Main Mode
and hash payloads. The initiator uses the negotiated cipher algorithm and the encryption
key computed in message five to decrypt the received message. Then, it gets the responder
ID and compares it with the responder’s IP address. In the Main Mode, the ID payloads
contain the IP address of its sender. If there is no match, the initiator displays an error
message and exits. If the ID payload is processed successfully, the initiator moves to
verify the responder’s authenticating hash, HASH–R. It computes an expected value for
HASH–R and compares it with the received one. If they match, the responder is authen-
ticated. In this case, the initiator updates its preshared key file, retains the old preshared
key, and finishes the phase one communication. If the responder fails the acknowledge
the last message, the initiator resets it preshared key file with the retained preshared key
and display a warning message to the system administrators.
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Figure 8.9: Processing of the Initiator’s Sixth Message in the Main Mode
8.10 Implementation Details of the Responder
Most of the implementation details of the responder are similar to that of the initiator.
Basically, the responder starts and waits for the initiator’s request to establish a SA. Then
it starts the creation and processing of the messages. Figure 8.10 depicts the overall
flowchart of the responder. Many of the initiator functions are reused in the implementa-
tion of the responder due to the similarity in both creating and processing of the messages.
8.10.1 First Message
The first message contains the initiator’s request to establish a SA using any of the offered
transforms. When the first message is received in the Main Mode the responder verifies
its length and the existence of a next payload. Moreover, the next payload must be a SA
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Figure 8.10: Responder’s Flowchart
payload. Otherwise, an error message is displayed causing the responder to exit. Next,
the responder saves the initiator’s cookie and extracts the body of the SA payload. The SA
body contains the transform payload, which has a field that indicates the number of trans-
forms offered by the initiator. Each transform contains a set of proposed SA parameters
that the responder has to choose from. To do so, the responder loops over these proposed
transforms sequentially. For each one, the proposed cipher algorithm, hash algorithm,
and Diffie–Hellman group number are extracted and checked whether they are supported
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according to the responder’s security policy or not. If they are supported, the looping pro-
cess stops returning these parameters for the responder to use them in establishing the SA.
If they are not supported, the looping process continues. If the looping process finishes
without finding any supported parameters, the responder displays an error message and
exits.
The first message in the Aggressive Mode contains more payloads than the first mes-
sage in the Main Mode. However, the common part (ISAKMP header and SA payload)
are processed similarly. After verifying the ISAKMP header and processing the SA pay-
load as explained above in the Main Mode processing, the initiator’s Diffie–Hellman pub-
lic value is obtained from the key exchange payload and saved for later use. Similarly, the
initiator’s nonce is obtained from the nonce payload. Finally, the ID payload is processed
and the initiator’s ID is obtained. Figure 8.11 shows the steps for processing message one
at the responder.
8.10.2 Second Message
The responder constructs the second message after successfully finishing the processing
of the first message. It is important to know that the exchange moves sequentially. A
message can not be created unless the previous message is processed. Composing the
responder’s second message in the Main Mode is exactly the same as composing the
initiator’s first message in the Main Mode except that the responder’s Diffie–Hellman
public value and nonce are used in constructing the corresponding payloads. In addition,
the responder’s cookie is added to the ISAKMP of the message.
Similarly, the responder’s second message in the Aggressive Mode is constructed us-
ing the responder’s ID, Diffie–Hellman public value, and nonce in the same way as the
initiator’s first message in the Aggressive Mode is constructed (see Section 8.9.1). Fur-
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Figure 8.11: Processing the Responder’s First Message
thermore, the message contains the responder authenticating hash, HASH–R, in a hash
payload. The hash payload is built exactly the same way the initiator’s hash payload is
built except that the HASH–I value is replaced with the HASH–R value. That is, the
HASH–R value is computed using the function compute hashr then the hash payload is
constructed using the function make hash. This procedure is reflected in Figure 8.12.
8.10.3 Third Message
The third message is easy to process. In the Aggressive Mode, the message is encrypted
and contains the initiator’s authenticating hash. The responder starts by verifying the
message length and the existence of a next payload. Moreover, the exchange type is
checked to make sure it indicates the Aggressive Mode, and the encryption flag is verified
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Figure 8.12: Creation of the Responder’s Second Message
to be set. If the verification succeeds, the next step is to compute the IV, SKEYID–based
secrets, and encryption key in order to decrypt the message. The HASH–I value is then
extracted from the hash payload (after decryption) and verified. If it passes the verification
process, the initiator identity is authenticated. Thus, the new preshared key is computed
and the preshared key file is updated with the new key. Processing the third message
in the Main Mode is straightforward. After passing the verification stage, the initiator’s
Diffie–Hellman public value and nonce are extracted and saved. Figure 8.13 depicts the
processing steps of the third message at the responder side in both the Main Mode and
the Aggressive Mode.
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Figure 8.13: Processing of the Responder’s Third Message
8.10.4 Fourth Message
The fourth message sent by the responder contains the responder’s Diffie–Hellman public
value and nonce. It is only applicable in the Main Mode since the Aggressive Mode is
composed of three messages only. The construction of this message is exactly the same
as the construction of the initiator’s third message in the Main Mode. Figure 8.14 shows
the creation of the fourth message process at the responder side. First, the nonce payload
is created. A nonce is a 20–byte randomly generated value that is inserted in the body
of the nonce payload. Next, the responder’s Diffie–Hellman public value is generated
based on the group number that is negotiated between the initiator and the responder in
the first message. If the default group number is used, a 1204–bit Diffie–Hellman public
key is generated and inserted in the body of the key exchange payload. The default group
number is 2. After that, an ISAKMP header is added to the Nonce and Key Exchange
payloads to form the forth message that is sent to the responder.
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Figure 8.14: Creation of the Responder’s Fourth Message
8.10.5 Fifth Message
The steps taken to process the fifth message at the responder is depicted in Figure 8.15.
The message contains the initiator’s authenticating hash, HASH–I, and its ID. The mes-
sage is expected to be encrypted and the exchange type is expected to be set. These are
verified first along with the message length and the existence of a next payload at the be-
ginning. In addition, the cookies of the received message are checked to see if they match
the original saved cookies of the initiator and the responder. If not, the responder issues
an error message and exits. If they match, the process continues to decrypt the message.
SKEYID–based secrets, IV, and decryption key are computed to do so. After successful
decryption, the processing of the ID and hash payloads begins. The initiator’s ID value
is obtained from the ID payload carried in the message, and the HASH-I value is verified
against the expected one. If the received ID value and authenticating hash match what is
expected by the responder, the initiator is authenticated and the process of updating the
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Figure 8.15: Processing of the Responder’s Fifth Message
preshared key is started. If not, an error message is displayed before exiting the responder
program. As a result of responder’s exiting, the initiator will exit also and care is taken to
make sure the preshared keys at both endpoints are not brought out of synchronization.
8.10.6 Sixth Message
The responder composes the sixth message by appending its authenticating hash, HASH–
R, and ID payloads to an ISAKMP header. The message must be encrypted before being
sent to the initiator. The process of creation the message is shown in Figure 8.16. The re-
sponder computes its HASH–R value and builds its hash payload. Furthermore, it builds
its ID payload. The payload contains the responder’s IP address. Before adding the
ISAKMP header, the part of the message consisting of the hash and ID payloads is en-
crypted. Next, the encryption flag in the ISAKMP header is set before adding the header
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Figure 8.16: Creation of the Responder’s Sixth Message
to the encrypted data to form the sixth message.
8.11 Testing the Replacement Module
This section presents the reader with some output samples of running the IKE preshared
key authentication method replacement module. The replacement module implements the
proposed enhancement to the IKE protocol. The module is fully described in Chapter 7.
To verify the viability and the applicability of the proposed enhancement, some output
results from running the replacement module are shown here. In this section, samples of
the initiator’s output are shown. The responder side has similar output results.
The output is generated by running two programs that the replacement module is
composed of: the initiator program and the responder program. Each program represents
one side of the communication. The programs are run on different machines. They can not
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be run on the same machine since they are using the same port number for communication
by default. Unless the default port numbers are overridden, trying to run the two programs
on the same machine will not succeed.
The programs are controlled by commandline arguments and options. For example, a
user can override the default ports or select the mode of phase one operation: Main Mode
or Aggressive Mode. For a complete list and discussion of the commandline options see
Appendix A.
Different conditions under which the initiator and the responder might work are tested
here to show the robustness and the completeness of the proposed enhancement module
design. First, the replacement module is tested under normal conditions in which the con-
nection between the initiator is assumed to finish successfully. This verifies the viability
and shows the main functionality of the proposed enhancement. Basically, the proposed
enhancement module uses the current preshared key in authenticating the phase one ex-
change, generates a new preshared key after the authentication process finishes success-
fully, and uses the newly generated key in the next phase one exchange communication.
This error–free situation is shown in Figure 8.17.
The figure shows the output of running the module for the first time in the Main Mode.
It uses the current preshared key, goes through the authentication process, and generates a
new preshared key. The responder is started on garnet.rnet.missouri.edu and the initiator
is started on mendel.rnet.missouri.edu. After the end of the exchange, the mode used,
the time it took to finish the exchange, the old preshared key, and the new preshared key
are displayed. Then, the initiator’s side of the replacement module is run again in the
Main Mode (can be run in the Aggressive Mode with no difference). This is shown in the
bottom half of Figure 8.17. It shows running the module again in the Main Mode using
the result of the previous run. The preshared key that was generated in the previous run
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Figure 8.17: Running the Replacement Module in the Main Mode Twice
is used in this run, and a new preshared key is generated for the next run. This is the way
the proposed enhancement to the IKE protocol is supposed to work.
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To show that the module works in both modes of phase one exchange, Figure 8.18
shows the initiator’s output when running the module in the Aggressive Mode. Three
Figure 8.18: Running the Replacement Module in the Aggressive Mode
messages are exchanged in the Aggressive mode after which a new preshared key is gen-
erated.Note the -a flag in the commandline that instructs the initiator to run in the Ag-
gressive Mode. The responder will run according to the mode specified in the ”Exchange
Type” field of the ISAKMP header of the received message (see Figure 5.1). Therefore,
the responder will run in the Aggressive mode in this case. Note that the preshared key
that was generated in the last run of the replacement module in the Main Mode (see Fig-
ure 8.17) is used as the preshared key in the Aggressive Mode. This indicates that it does
not matter in which mode the new preshared key is generated. It will be used in any mode
the next session will be run in.
Figure 8.19 shows the output sample when the debugging flag is enabled. The de-
bugging flag is used to trace and pinpoint any error that might occur while running the
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Figure 8.19: Enable the Debugging Flag in the Main Mode
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replacement module. The output gives a detailed content of each message sent or re-
ceived. For example, it shows the current preshared key, the exchange mode, the content
of each payload, the SKEYID–based secrets, encrypted and unencrypted data, and au-
thenticating hashes. By comparing this output with the output of the responder’s program
(when running in the debugging mode also), a programmer can determine the cause of
errors, if any, and fix it.
All the previous outputs of running the replacement module indicated the time it took
to finish phase one exchange. It measures the time required to finish the IKE phase one
preshared key authentication method under the proposed enhancement. This includes the
time it takes to negotiate security policy, exchange key data, authenticate the communicat-
ing endpoints, and update the preshared key. To compare the performance of the enhanced
Figure 8.20: Disable Key Generation in the Main Mode
IKE phase one preshared key authentication method with the performance of the original
IKE phase one preshared key authentication method, the part that deals with generating
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and updating the preshared key in the replacement module is disabled. Figure 8.20 shows
the output result of this test. The initiator code is modified to remove the new preshared
key generating code, then the code is recompiled and run.
The debugging flag is disabled in this case. Note that the old preshared key is the
same as the new preshared key because key generation is disabled. It took almost the
same time to finish phase one exchange when key generation is disabled compared to
when it is enabled. This means that the proposed enhancement with its much higher level
of security introduces very negligible impact, if any, on the performance of the phase one
preshared key authentication method considering the timer resolution of the system clock
in this example. See Section 9.5 for a complete analysis of the proposed enhancement
performance.
Figure 8.21: Output When Running the Initiator Only
To show the robustness of the proposed enhancement in keeping the two endpoints
synchronized in terms of the preshared key, a simulated environment in which the IKE
messages are lost (due to a MITM attack or unreliable connection) is simulated . The first
scenario assumes that the responder is unreachable. This might be the result of applying a
denial of service attack on the responder. This is simulated by not running the responder’s
program at all on the other side of the communication. In this case when the initiator’s
program calls the ”connect” system call, it will time out before that connection is setup.
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This forces the initiator to exit. However, it must exit without modifying the preshared
key so that it stays synchronized with the other peer. This is shown in Figure 8.21. The
preshared key before starting the initiator’s program is the same after exiting the program.
The preshared key at the responder is not changed also since the responder has not been
run yet.
Figure 8.22: Output When Exiting the Responder After the Second Message
A second scenario (see Figure 8.22) that might occur is an attacker intercepting the
second message from the responder and blocking it from reaching the initiator. This is
simulated by adding an exit statement in the responder’s program after receiving the first
message so as not to send the second message to the initiator. In this case, the ”recv”
system call at the initiator’s side will wait for that message to arrive. After some time, the
initiator’s times out and exits indicating that the connection with the responder has been
lost. However, before it exits, it makes sure that the preshared key has not been modified
to keep synchronization with the responder.
Finally, sixth message from the responder might not arrive at the initiator. This is sim-
ulated by exiting the responder’s program after receiving the fifth message. Figure 8.23
shows that the initiator recovered from that situation by restoring the preshared key file
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Figure 8.23: Output When Exiting the Responder After the Fifth Message
to its old value. This guarantees that the two peers are synchronized in terms of the pre-
shared key next time a connection is initiated. In the worst case that the two endpoints get
out of synchronization, system administrators can reset the preshared keys when they are
notified.
The implementation details of both the initiator and the responder along with some
output samples from running the replacement module that implements the proposed en-
hancement have been presented and outlined in this chapter. The next chapter concludes
with the security features of the proposed enhancement along with its performance anal-
ysis
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Chapter 9
Conclusions
9.1 The Problem
After analyzing the preshared key authentication method in the original IKE protocol
(see Chapter 6), it was shown that the method is not secure. The preshared key can be
determined by applying off–line dictionary or brute–force attacks. Once the preshared
key is compromised in the original IKE protocol, all subsequent communications are also
compromised because the same preshared key is used over and over in the authentication
process. In other words, the preshared key in the original IKE protocol is a constant, static
key that has an infinite lifetime.
In this situation, the attacker has an infinite time frame to launch the off–line dictio-
nary or brute–force attacks against the preshared key. Eventually, he/she will determine
the preshared key in this unbounded time frame. In addition, this situation allows the
attacker to benefit from the compromised key forever. It is enough for the attacker to
launch the attack only once to compromise the static preshared key. Once the key is com-
promised, it is easy to compromise the channel between the initiator and the responder
and access restricted data every time they communicate using a MITM attack.
This problem presented the need for modifying the preshared key authentication method.
The attacker must not have the advantage of a compromised preshared key forever. He/she
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must be faced with a limited time frame in which the off–line dictionary or brute–force
attacks can be launched. As a result, the work on this dissertation was started.
9.2 The Proposed Solution
The goal of this dissertation is to present a simple and efficient way of modifying the
IKE preshared key authentication method to enhance its security level. The proposed
enhancement is based on the concept of dynamic preshared keys. Instead of using the
same preshared key over and over in the authentication process of the phase one exchange,
each exchange uses a new, different preshared key in the authentication process. The key
is generated at the end of the phase one exchange successful authentication to be used in
the authentication process of the next phase one exchange.
The generation of the new preshared key depends on the use of hash functions. The
exact hash function to use is determined during the negotiation of the SA parameters. In-
put used to generate the new preshared key depends on a secret, among other parameters,
shared only between the initiator and the responder (called the master key, see Section 7.4
for more details). The use of this secret overcomes the possibility of the new preshared
key being generated by an attacker if a session is compromised.
The use of fresh, different preshared keys in each communication session limits the
lifetime of a key. The preshared key is valid only for a short period of time, after which it
is discarded and a new key is generated and used. The lifetime of a preshared key is the
shorter of a session’s lifetime (duration) or the 8–hour default lifetime for a key imposed
by IKE protocol implementations.
Using the method of dynamic, limited lifetime preshared keys, the attacker is faced
with a limited time frame to attack and compromise the preshared key. The key must be
compromised during the lifetime of one session rather than an infinite lifetime as in the
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original IKE protocol. Thus, by imposing a time bound on the preshared key, it becomes
more difficult for the attacker to compromise the key since he/she must have many more
resources to do so in a limited time frame that is at most 8 hours.
In addition, even if the preshared key is compromised someway or another in one
session, the attacker cannot benefit from that compromised key forever since the key is
used only in that specific session. After that session finishes (or passes the 8 –hour limit),
a new preshared key is generated for the use of the next session. Therefore, only the
information exchanged during the compromised session might be compromised. Future
session are protected by different preshared keys that the attacker cannot compute or
compromise based on compromising the currently used preshared key.
9.3 Security Features of the Proposed Enhancement
The major benefit that the proposed enhancement adds to the IKE protocol is increasing
its security level dramatically. This is translated through the ability of the proposed en-
hancement to highly resist brute–force or off–line dictionary attacks. This resistance is
shown in Table 9.1.
The table calculates the time it takes to compromise different preshared key lengths
using a brute force attack assuming the proposed enhancement of the IKE protocol is
deployed. The results in the table are based on the DES cracker machine, which is capable
of trying 2.5∗1011 DES operations per second [10]. Two different hashing algorithms are
used in the calculations. The expected hashing performance of The DES cracker machine
studied in Section 6.4. The machine is capable of trying 5.5 ∗ 1012 preshared key hashes
per second (on average) for the SHA–1 hashing algorithm and 6.75 ∗ 1012 preshared key
hashes per second (on average) for the MD5 hashing algorithm. (See Section 6.4 for
details on how these numbers are calculated).
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Relative Preshared Key Brute–Force Timing
Processing Length (years)
Power (bytes) SHA–1 MD5
1 16 9.7 ∗ 1017 7.9 ∗ 1017
20 4.2 ∗ 1027 3.4 ∗ 1027
10 16 9.7 ∗ 1016 7.9 ∗ 1016
20 4.2 ∗ 1026 3.4 ∗ 1026
100 16 9.7 ∗ 1015 7.9 ∗ 1015
20 4.2 ∗ 1025 3.4 ∗ 1025
1000 16 9.7 ∗ 1014 7.9 ∗ 1014
20 4.2 ∗ 1024 3.4 ∗ 1024
10,000 16 9.7 ∗ 1013 7.9 ∗ 1013
20 4.2 ∗ 1023 3.4 ∗ 1023
100,000 16 9.7 ∗ 1012 7.9 ∗ 1012
20 4.2 ∗ 1022 3.4 ∗ 1022
1,000,000 16 9.7 ∗ 1011 7.9 ∗ 1011
20 4.2 ∗ 1021 3.4 ∗ 1021
Table 9.1: Resistance of the Proposed Enhancement to Brute–Force Attacks
The resistance of the proposed enhancement to the brute–force and off–line dictionary
attacks is verified against some hypothetical, very fast machines. Each of those machines
has a processing power that is measured relatively to the processing power of the DES
cracker machine. The more the relative processing power the more powerful a hypo-
thetical machine is assumed to perform. The overall processing power can be increased
either by increasing the processing power of the machine itself or combining the process-
ing powers of a set of machines in a distributed environment. For example, a processing
power of 100 means that we have a machine that is 100 times faster than the base DES
cracker or that we have 100 DES cracker machines that are working collectively.
The table clearly shows that even with a processing power that is 1,000,000 times
more powerful than the DES cracker machine, the proposed enhancement to the IKE
protocol is still highly resistant to the brute–force and off–line dictionary attacks. For
example, compared to the 8–hour (at most) period during which the preshared key is re-
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quired to resist the brute–force and the off–line dictionary attacks, the proposed enhance-
ment insures that it would take 9.7 ∗ 1011 years, on average, to compromise the minimum
preshared key length (16 bytes) hashed with the SHA–1 hashing algorithm even when a
1,000,000 times faster machine than the DES cracker machine is used. Furthermore, the
preshared key lifetime does not have to last for the whole 8–hour period. If for any reason
during that time concern is raised about the security of the communication, phase one can
be terminated and reinitiated. In this case, a new preshared key is used. Therefore, it is
enough to produce a key that can not be compromised during a session’s life time (eight
hours at most) in order for the key to resist brute–force and off-line dictionary attacks.
This huge security gain in the proposed enhancement is due to three main features
added by the proposed enhancement to the original IKE protocol. The first one is the
limit imposed on the lifetime of the preshared key. Due to that, the time frame in which
the attacker has to successfully compromise the preshared key is brought down from an in-
finite time frame to an 8–hour period at most. This means that the proposed enhancement
is deemed resistant to the brute–force and off–line dictionary attacks if the preshared key
can not be compromised during the maximum eight–hour period. At the same time , the
proposed enhancement insures that the attacker would take millions of billions of years to
compromise a key generated by the proposed enhancement as shown in Table 9.1. There-
fore, using a preshared key with a limited lifetime, as in the proposed enhancement, is
very far from being compromised even when very fast and powerful machines are used.
The second feature added by the proposed enhancement is the use of hash functions
for generating the new preshared key. This imposes a minimum length on the generated
preshared key. The length of the generated preshared key in the proposed enhancement
depends on the output length of the underlying hash function. The minimum length a
generated preshared key can take in the proposed enhancement is 16 bytes when the
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MD5 hashing algorithm is used. If the SHA–1 hashing algorithm is used the length of the
generated preshared key will be 20 bytes. Furthermore, longer lengths for the generated
preshared key, to provide more security, can be generated if other hash functions that
produce longer output are used. Table 9.1 uses a minimum length of 16 bytes for the
preshared key in calculating the brute–force attack timing.
The third added feature is the expanding of the possible set of characters a byte in the
preshared key can take. Using hash functions to generate new preshared keys extends the
possible choices a byte (character) can take. The preshared key is no longer limited by
the set of characters found on a regular keyboard (small letters, capital letters, digits, and
special characters) when it is setup by humans. All the 256 possible choices for a byte are
possible since the key in the proposed enhancement is generated by the machine itself.
Therefore, enumerating all the possible candidates for the preshared key in the proposed
enhancement using a brute–force attack is made much more difficult because the set of
possible choices for a character is larger, and the security level grows exponentially with
the size of the possible set of characters.
For example, the time required to determine a 16–byte preshared key using the brute
force attack with SHA–1 as the hashing algorithm is computed as follows in the original
IKE protocol, where there are 52 possible characters for each byte (see Table 6.3):
Time = 0.5× 52
16possible keys
(5, 500, 000, 000, 000 key/second)
= 8.2 ∗ 106 years
while in the proposed enhancement, using the same key length, the same hashing al-
gorithm, and the 256 possibilities for each byte, the time required to compromise the
preshared key is computed as follows:
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Time = 0.5× 256
16possible keys
(5, 500, 000, 000, 000 key/second)
= 9.7 ∗ 1017 years
Recall that an attacker tries half the possible preshared keys on average to compromise
the key using a brute–force attack. Therefore, by extending the possible set a byte in the
preshared key can take, a huge security gain is a achieved. It is almost 6.5 million times
more secure in this example just by extending the possible set of values a byte in the
preshared key can take.
In addition, in the proposed enhancement the preshared key is no longer setup by
humans (except the first time). New preshared keys are generated and setup by machines
which make the setup process more effective, error–free, and scalable. Furthermore, the
output of the hash functions is random, making the generated preshared key more resistant
to the off–line dictionary attacks. This forces the attacker to use the brute–force attack
which is very time consuming and extremely unlikely to succeed as shown in Table 9.1.
Another major security benefit of the proposed enhancement is that an attacker cannot
apply the MITM attacks described in the Section 6.2 and the Section 6.3. To apply this
attack in the original IKE protocol, an attacker has to compromise two consecutive ses-
sions. In the first one, the attacker compromises the preshared key. In the second one, the
MITM attack is launched to compromise the connection itself. The attack is successful
because the same preshared key used in the first session is used again in the second ses-
sion and all future sessions. This situation can never happen in the proposed enhancement
since the next session will use a totally different preshared key than the one compromised
in the previous session. Therefore, an essential and necessary condition for the success of
the MITM attack can never happen in the proposed enhancement. As a result, this attack
is completely disabled and blocked in the proposed enhancement.
Even if an attacker, in the worst case, is able to compromise a preshared key for
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some reason or another (extremely unlikely, see Table 9.1), the proposed enhancement
guarantees that the attacker will not be able to generate the new preshared key that will
be used in the next phase one authentication. Only the initiator and the responder are able
to generate the new preshared key because they use a secret in the calculation of the new
preshared key that is only shared between them. This secret is called the master key. The
rationale behind using the master key and its use in the new preshared key calculation are
explained in the Section 7.4. Furthermore, the attacker cannot benefit from compromising
the key after a new session, in which the preshared key is replaced by a new key, is started.
However, in some scenarios the attacker might benefit from the compromised key. These
scenarios and possible solutions to remedy them are explained in Chapter 7.
In all the discussion in this dissertation it is assumed that the preshared keys are saved
in local files at each endpoint of the communication. These files are protected from unau-
thorized access by attackers. Otherwise, attackers can gain access to these keys and com-
promise all connections between the initiator and the responder. Therefore, files contin-
uing secret data are encoded in some way that an attacker gains nothing if he/she can
access them. Section 7.6 explains this issue and suggest a possible solution to protect the
files contents.
9.4 Proposed Enhancement Prototype
The proposed enhancement in this dissertation is designed, implemented, and tested to
show the viability of the proposed enhancement to be functional. It is implemented as a
programming module that is intended to replace part of the IKE phase one exchange code
that deals with the preshared key authentication method. When that part is replaced, exist-
ing applications can use the modified IKE, which has a higher level of security, together
with the IPsec protocols to protect their communication in the same way being done now.
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The programming module that implements the proposed enhancement preserves the
architecture of the IKE phase one messages so that it can be easily adapted in future
implementations of the IKE protocol without any significant code change. It uses the same
architecture as the current IKE protocol and supports both modes of operation of the phase
one exchange. It does not involve an increase in the number of messages exchanged,
change in the order in which the messages are exchanged, or require the creation of new
types of messages. All of this is preserved while at the same time providing a much higher
level of security.
The proposed enhancement is designed and implemented through a traditional client/server
application over the TCP protocol. It is composed of two programs: the initiator and the
responder. Each program runs on a different machine (cannot run both at the same ma-
chine since they use the same port number for communication). A user has control over
the program through commandline arguments (see Appendix A). The proposed enhance-
ment programs are not used by themselves as a complete application. The purpose of
creating the programs is to provide a proof that the proposed enhancement can work as
expected. They use one preshared key in the current session, generate another key for
the next session before exiting the current session, and use that generated key in the next
session. This is demonstrated in Figure 9.1. The application is run twice to show that the
generated preshared key in the first run is used in the second run. The figure shows only
the output result of initiator’s side. Preshared keys 20–bytes long are used in this example
since the SHA–1 hashing algorithm is used for generating the preshared key.
The programs were successfully and smoothly tested more that 200 times. Each time
a new preshared key was generated in one session and used in the next session. At all
times the two endpoints of the communications continued to be synchronized in terms
of the generated preshared key. To test the synchronization under different situations, the
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Figure 9.1: Running the Replacement Module in the Main Mode
initiator was run once alone without starting the responder in the other side. Another time,
the responder program was modified to exit after receiving the fifth message to see what
the final result would be. Again, the two peers kept their synchronization in terms of the
preshared key. Figure 9.2 shows the output of this test. More output results from running
the proposed enhancement programs can be found in the Section 8.11.
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Figure 9.2: Key Synchronization in the Replacement
9.5 Performance Impact of the Proposed Enhancement
The performance of the proposed enhancement has been analyzed to determine its impact
on the IKE phase one preshared key authentication method performance. This is done
by determining the total processing time for the IKE phase one communication to finish.
The Main Mode exchange is chosen to run this test. The Aggressive Mode can be used,
and it gives similar results.
The time required to finish the IKE phase one communication in the Main Mode is
measured twice using the programming module that is built in this dissertation. The gen-
eration of the preshared key is disabled in the first time to simulate the current IKE phase
one communication. In this case, the measured value represents the time it takes the IKE
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protocol to go through the actual negotiation and authentication of the phase one com-
munication without generating the new preshared key. In the second case, generating the
new preshared key is enabled to simulate the modified IKE phase one exchange, and the
time to finish the phase one exchange is measured. The measured value represents the
time it takes to finish the phase one exchange in the Main Mode using the proposed en-
hancement. This includes going through the actual negotiation and authentication of the
phase one exchange plus the time it takes to generate the new preshared key. This helps
to determine the impact of the proposed enhancement if it is adopted in the current IKE
protocol. A HP/Comapq machines running at 500 MHz was used to run the tests. At the
time of testing, the machine was lightly loaded since it was not running any production
code or jobs that might affect the timing results. Table 9.2 shows the timing results ob-
tained.
Trial Time (sec) Time (sec)
No. (Without Preshared) (With Preshared)
No. (Key Generation) (Key Generation )
1 0.117188 0.117187
2 0.117188 0.117187
3 0.117187 0.117187
4 0.117187 0.117187
5 0.117187 0.117187
Table 9.2: Time to Finish Phase One Exchange (in sec)
The timing data clearly shows that the proposed enhancement, which enables a much
higher level of security, has a negligible effect on the time required to finish the phase one
exchange. Considering the timer resolution, it takes almost the same time to finish the
modified IKE phase one exchange as it takes the current, unmodified protocol. Therefore,
the performance of systems that adopt the IKE phase one proposed enhancement will not
be affected, yet at the same time its security level will be much higher.
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The timing measurements are collected by running the program that implements the
proposed enhancement on two HP/Compaq Tru64 Unix Machines. The initiator part of
the program runs on one machine and the responder part runs on the other. Table 9.2 is a
month summary of measurements. during this period, timing measurements were taken
five times a day, and at the end of the month an average value for each of the five times
was computed.
9.6 Shortcomings and Future Work
The proposed enhancement must be incorporated on each peer involved in the phase one
exchange before it can be used successfully. This imposes a problem if one side supports
the enhancement and another does not. The peers will go out of synchronization after
the first run of the protocol because they will update their preshared keys inconsistently.
One peer updates its preshared key while the other does not, which results in different
preshared keys at the endpoints of the communication.
Unless all entities using the IKE are updated to use the proposed enhancement, there
will be a transition period in which some entities are updated and some are not. To enable
communication between these two sets of peers, a flag is introduced in the SA offer sent
by the initiator. If set by the initiator in the SA offer, and set also in the SA reply from the
responder, the two peers can use the modified version of the protocol. If the flag is not
set in the sender’s reply or is not offered originally by the initiator, the two peers use the
original, unmodified IKE protocol.
The functionality of the flag can be easily adopted in the ”reserved” field of the current
SA generic header (see Figure 5.2). Currently this field carries the value of 0, which can
be used to indicate the original IKE protocol (version 1.0). Any other value in this field,
such as 1, can be used in IKE implementations that adopt the proposed enhancement to
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indicate the modified, enhanced version of the IKE protocol (version 1.1). If the new ver-
sion is not supported in either peer, the peers scale down to use the original IKE protocol.
A complete explanation of this compatibility issue is found in Section 7.7.
The introduction of a transition period might be utilized by an attacker to force the
communicating peers to scale down to use the original IKE protocol even though both
support the enhanced version. This is discussed in Section 7.8. However, this problem is
applicable only as long as both versions of the IKE protocol are supported. That is, during
the transition period only. After the transition period ends and the original IKE protocol
is turned off, the higher security level of the proposed enhanced will be fully utilized.
Another limitation resulting from the use of the proposed enhancement of the IKE
protocol is disallowing users to share a preshared key (i.e., a group key). Each user
must have a separate preshared key when communicating with the responder machine
to utilize the security level of the proposed enhancement. When a phase one exchange
finishes, this preshared key is updated and kept synchronized between the user’s side and
the responder’s side.
However, the original IKE protocol allows a set of users to have the same ID and
preshared key to remotely connect with the responder. This is not due to the IKE protocol
itself, but an application’s use of the IKE protocol that assumes that the preshared key is
static. In fact, this feature is utilized to setup Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) for users
to access remote resources. A group of users who share a common group name and group
preshared key can remotely access an institution’s VPN using this feature.
However, in this case the proposed enhancement of the IKE protocol can not be used
since users will be out of synchronization in terms of the preshared key. Using the en-
hanced IKE protocol described in this thesis, any remote user that successfully connects
to the responder machine will update the preshared key on the responder’s side. This
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update takes effect only between the current user and the responder machine. Other users
will not be synchronized and will have no knowledge of the new preshared key generated.
Therefore, they will not be able to connect to the responder machine in the future.
This limitation can be avoided simply by providing each user with a separate pre-
shared key. In this case, the responder’s machine must keep track of many more preshared
keys rather than a single group preshared key. However, if it is not desirable to prohibit the
group preshared key on which some applications depend to work correctly, the proposed
enhancement can accommodate the group preshared key by introducing a flag in the SA
payload. When this flag is set by the initiator, it tells the responder that a group preshared
key is used in this exchange and consequently prohibits the responder from updating the
preshared key. Any malicious modification to this flag will be noticed since the initia-
tor’s SA offer is used as an input in calculating the authenticating hashes. Therefore, an
attacker can not force a responder to update its preshared key, by clearing the flag, if the
client is not asking for that. This solution allows the current applications that use a group
preshared key to keep working over the enhanced version of the IKE protocol. However,
these applications will not benefit from the security features of the enhanced IKE version.
In this case, a security level equivalent to the original IKE protocol security level is pro-
vided. Therefore, the proposed enhancement can accommodate the group preshared key.
However, doing so forbids the communicating peers from a higher level of security the
proposed enhancement is trying to provide.
These limitations of the proposed enhancement were realized early on. However,
their solution necessitates modification of the IKE protocol architecture and the payloads
exchanged contrary to the requirements and criteria of the proposed enhancement design
described in Section 8.2. Therefore, the limitations can be overcome if no transition
period in which the two versions of the IKE protocol coexist is provided, or if changing
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the protocol architecture or the environment in which it is used is permitted. However,
since the premise of this thesis was not to change the protocol, and provide for a transition
period, the limitations exist and further work would be required to accommodate the
variety of applications that depend on the original protocol with a static or group preshared
key.
Despite the noted limitations, the enhanced IKE version that limits the exposure to
attack should be given serious consideration by those desiring enhanced security protec-
tion. Furthermore, while there may be some who might not benefit from the full security
level of the proposed enhancement due to these limitations, the majority of the users will
enjoy a higher level of security. For those who cannot use the enhanced protocol due to
the limitations, the security exposure will be no worse than the existing IKE protocol.
Additional potential future work is to build a working version of the proposed en-
hancement in a real implementation of the IKE protocol. The code that is built in this
dissertation can be linked to an existing code of the IKE implementation in the kernel to
replace the part of the phase one exchange that deals with the preshared key authentica-
tion method. This can be done by taking open source code for the IKE implementation,
such as the Linux Free S/WAN implementation, and replacing the necessary IKE code
with the modified version, then link the code to the kernel. Based on the security level
the proposed enhancement guarantees, it is highly recommended that the enhancement be
adapted by all IKE implementations.
Using TCP to implement the proposed enhancement increases the time required to
finish the IKE phase one exchange due to the slow connection setup time of the TCP
protocol compared to the UDP protocol. One might argue that this introduces a delay in
setting up the phase one SA. However, requiring a faster protocol does not justify the use
of an insecure one. The design goal of the IKE is to provide a secured environment for the
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parties involved in an exchange. Therefore, satisfying this goal justifies the introduction
of a little delay in the setup process.
9.7 Summary
We have shown that there is a weakness in the IKE preshared key authentication method.
An attacker can obtain the preshared key value using a brute–force or off–line dictionary
attack. After that, a MITM attack can be launched to compromise all future connections.
To remedy this weakness, we have proposed an improvement that makes the preshared
key dynamic. Instead of using the same preshared key repeatedly, a new one is created
and agreed upon each time a new phase one exchange is initiated. This enhancement
imposes a strict time limit on the preshared key life compared to the infinite lifetime
used in the original IKE protocol. Given infinite time, the key length will have to keep
getting longer and longer, but putting a time frame of the exposure considerably reduces
the vulnerability of brute–force and off–line dictionary attacks.
The security level of the proposed enhancement was verified to be much more se-
cure compared to the original IKE protocol. The security gain resulting from using the
proposed enhancement over the original IKE protocol is much higher. This is shown in
Table 9.1.
The performance of the proposed module has been analyzed. It has been shown that
the module has almost no effect on the time it takes to finish the IKE phase one exchange.
At the same time, the module provides a much higher level of security since the new gen-
erated key can resist the off–line dictionary attacks. Therefore, It is highly recommended
to import the proposed enhancement to real–life implementations of the IKE protocol.
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Appendix A
Running The Phase One Exchange
Replacement Module
This appendix serves as a guide for users on how to run the phase one exchange replace-
ment module. The replacement module is an application written in the C programming
language. It implements the proposed enhancement discussed in Chapter 7, which im-
proves the security level of the IKE preshared key authentication method.
The proposed enhancement depends on the use of dynamic preshared keys. Instead
of using the same preshared key over and over in the authentication process of each phase
one exchange, a new key is generated after a successful phase one authentication and
used in the next phase one authentication process. This insures that a preshared key will
have a limited lifetime determined by the session’s lifetime (maximum of eight hours).
Therefore, the amount of time an attacker has to successfully compromise the key value
is brought down from an indefinite value to eight hours at a maximum, which is a very
short time for the attacker to compromise the key.
Users have control over the replacement module through commandline arguments.
The module is composed of two programs, initiator and responder, that are run on dif-
ferent machines at the same time to build an IKE communication channel between them.
The programs must be run on different machines because they use the same port number
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for exchanging IKE massages. The two programs cannot run on the same machine unless
the default port numbers they use for communication are overridden. If the two programs
run on the same machine without changing the default port numbers, an error message is
generated indicating that the prot number is already in use.
The format of the initiator’s command line is:
prompt> initiator [options] <host>
The <host> is the responder’s hostname or IP address. It must be included in the com-
mand since it is not an optional argument. Currently, only IPv4 addresses are supported.
However, IPv6 could be easily incorporated if desired for additional testing. Different
options can be specified at the commandline. Unless overridden by the user, the default
values of these options are used. Following are the supported options in the initiator’s
program.
-s <source port number> This option specifies a port number for the initiator
to use in communicating with the responder. If the user does not specify this option,
the initiator’s programm uses the default port of 5500. If the user wants to use a
different port, he/she must specify that port number. For example, the command
"initiator -s 5000 mendel.rnet.missouri.edu" sets the initia-
tor to use port 5000 to communicate with the responder which is supposed to be
running at mendel.rnet.missouri.edu over the default port of 5500.
-d <destination port number> This option specifies which port number the
responder is using to accept incoming IKE messages from the initiator. In this
case it is assumed that the initiator knows the port number on which the responder
is running. For example, running the following command at the initiator’s side
"initiator -s 5000 -d 6000 mendel.rnet.missouri.edu" sets
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the initiator to use port 5000 to communicate with the responder which is supposed
to be running at mendel.rnet.missouri.edu over the port number 6000. Note that in
this case, the two programs can be run on the same machine since they are using
different port numbers.
-f <preshared key filename> This option specifies what filename is used to
read and save the preshared key value. The default value for filename is secret.txt.
-g <group number> This option is used to determine the group number that will
be used in this session of communication. Diffie-Hellman groups are used to deter-
mine the length of the base prime numbers used during the key exchange process.
Group 1 provides 768 bits of keying strength, Group 2 provides 1024 bits. If not
overridden, the default group number is 2.
-a This option enables the Aggressive Mode. The default mode used in communication
is the Main Mode. This allows the users to choose either mode for communication
between the initiator and responder programs.
-b This option enables the debugging mode. It is disabled by default. This option
is helpful in tracing and determining errors when running the initiator’s program.
It changes the output format of the results to include more details and informa-
tion about the exchanged messages. For example, it outputs the values of cookies,
nonces, Diffie–Hellman keys, SKEYID secrets, and each message content.
The responder is run on another machine (unless the default port number is overrid-
den) with the following command line format:
prompt> responder [options]
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The responder program does not require the user to specify a host name since it does not
initiate connections. It waits for connections to arrive from the initiator. The optional
arguments in the command include the following:
-s <source port number> This option specifies the port on which the responder
will be running. Note that the source port of the responder is the destination port of
the initiator. If this option is not used by the user, the responder runs on the default
port of 5500. For example, the command responder -s 5000 runs the responder on
the current machine on port 5000. The initiator must use this port number in its
command to connect to the responder.
-f <preshared key filename This option enables users to specify a filename
from which the preshared key value is read and written. This name should not
necessarily be the same as the one on the initiator’s side. The filename has a local
effect only.
-b This option enables the debugging mode, which is disabled by default. It is similar to
the -b option in the initiator commandline options. It outputs the values of cookies,
nonces, Diffie–Hellman keys, SKEYID secrets, and each message content.
Note that the responder does not specify the mode it has to run in. This is specified when
the first message from the initiator arrives. That message contains the mode which the
initiator is offering for communication. The responder switches to work in that mode ac-
cordingly. In addition, note that the responder does not specify a destination port number
since it does not initiate any connection. It knows the port number of the initiator’s side
from the TCP header of the first message. It uses that port number to send replies to the
initiator.
Finally, Figure A.1 shows the help message displayed when a user enters a wrong
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commandline option on the initiator’s side. More output results from running the replace-
ment module are provided in Section 8.11.
Figure A.1: Usage Message
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